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for the existence of smooth partitions of unity on manifolds 
modelled on topological linear spaces. 
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INTRODUCTION 
First, let us point out that there are a number of (inequivalent) 
definitions of the derivative in topological linear spaces (over the 
real field). The definitions used in this thesis have been studied 
in detail by Averbukh and Smolyanov [l], [2], and originally are due 
to Sabastiao e Silva [l] and Sova [l], [2]. Each such derivative is 
a special case of what Averbukh and Smolyanov call a a-derivative. 
The different a-derivatives arise by choosing different classes a 
of bounded subsets. A mapping is a-differentiable if the usual 
difference quotient converges to O uniformly on each bounded set in 
the class a. The situation is quite analogous to defining the 
various S-topologies on a space L(E, F) . 
If a is the class of all bounded subsets, then we get the 
Frechet derivative. This derivative has the distinction of being the 
weakest of the known derivatives in topological linear spaces, which 
coincide with the usual Frechet derivative in normed spaces. Further, 
this definition has a special relationship with the topological linear 
space structure because one usually uses the topology of uniform 
convergence on bounded sets on dual spaces and spaces of continuous 
linear maps. For these reasons we consider this definition of the 
Frechet derivative to be the most natural in the context of topological 
linear spaces. 
We study two other a-derivatives in detail also - the Hadamard 
derivative and the Gateaux derivative, which arise by choosing a to 
be the class of sequentially compact (resp. finite) subsets. The 
Hadamard derivative has particularly nice properties and arises 
naturally in the study of smoothness properties of separable locally 
convex spaces. Of course, the Gateaux derivative is well known. 
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The thesis is divided into three chapters, the second and third 
chapters covering the two topics referred to in the title. The first 
chapter contains a miscellany of results on various questions which 
arose during the course of this research. Most of these results are 
directly related to the work in the later chapters. Of course, it 
also contains the basic definitions and prerequisite results on the 
differential calculus, most of which are well known. 
The second chapter contains an investigation of the relationship 
between differentiability, strong continuity and precompactness of 
non-linear mappings. 
In the third chapter, we study the smoothness properties of 
topological linear spaces. For example, we show every Schwartz space 
00 
has a collection of C -seminorms which generate its topology. We 
apply such results to proving the existence of smooth partitions of 
unity on manifolds modelled on topological linear spaces. 
For the convenience of the reader we have included an index of 
the notation used in this thesis. With one exception, each notation 
has the same meaning throughout the entire thesis. This one 
exception is TLS, which at first denotes the class of all topological 
linear spaces (over the reals) and later, in chapter 3, the subclass of 
topological linear spac~s separated by their duals. 
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CHAPTER l 
SOME ASPECTS OF THE DIFFERENTIAL CALCULUS 
§1. Introduction. The contents of this chapter can be classified 
as follows: 
(i) Some basic definitions and results from the differential 
calculus on topological linear spaces are given. The emphasis here 
is on the mean value theorems, which are needed in chapter 2 and the 
composition properties of differentiable mappings, which are needed 
in chapter 3. No attempt has been made to give a complete account of 
the calculus, which is adequately covered elsewhere. 
(ii) Some results on various topics such as the differentiability 
properties of seminorms, the differentiability properties of the 
composition mapping, sequential spaces, etc., which are interesting in 
their own right and very often will be needed in the sequel, are 
. given. 
Three versions of the mean value theorem are presented. The 
first two are generalisations of the mean value theorem in normed 
linear spaces. Th~ third version was proved by Averbukh and Smolyanov 
[l, p. 219]. 
We give a detailed discussion of the composition property for 
c! -mappings. (This property states that if f and g are Ck-mappings 
and can be composed, then go f is also a Ck-mapping.) As is well-
known, there is no difficulty in normed spaces. However the proof of 
this property in normed spaces uses a property of normed spaces which 
does not generalise to topological linear spaces and yet seems to be 
essential for the proof in topological linear spaces. We overcome 
this difficulty by strengthening the definition of Ck-mappings by 
the addition of a 11local boundedness' condition on each derivative. 
With this modification, we prove the composition property and show 
that our new definition reduces to the standard one, in case the 
spaces are normed . A full discussion of this is given in §8. 
We remark that this difficulty is partially the reason for the 
existence of the calculus on pseudo-topological linear spaces 
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(Frolicher and Bucher [l]). However·, this approach has the disadvantage 
that one is forced to present the calculus in a fr'amework outside that 
of topological linear spaces. A second approach (in the framework of 
topological linear spaces) has been given by Penot [l]. He has 
studied several new definitions of 
k ' 
C -mappings, all of which have the 
composition property and reduce to the standard definition in normed 
spaces. 
The differential calculus in topological linear spaces has a 
long history. It started as soon as topological linear spaces were 
introduced. Many attempts have been made to generalise the calculus 
from normed spaces to topological linear spaces. (The first step -
going from finite dimensional spaces to normed spaces - was achieved 
quickly and easily, and there is now a very satisfactory theory on 
normed spaces (Dieudonne [l, Ch. 8]).) 
However, normed spaces have an important property which is not 
shared by more general topological linear spaces. This property is 
the existence of a bounded 0-neighbourhood. Examination of the 
places of difficulty in the calculus on topological linear spaces 
shows almost invariably that the reason for the breakdown is the 
absence of a bounded 0-neighbourhood. The difficulty with the 
composition property boils down to this and so does the lack of an 
inverse function theorem. 
A great many definitions of the derivative in topological linear 
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spaces have been proposed. In most cases the authors made no attempt 
to relate their definition to the others known. In 1968, Averbukh 
and Smolyanov [2] made a detailed study of all the known definitions, 
and discovered that 11 • • • in fact all the definitions for the derivative 
that have been proposed up to now can be grouped into a small number 
of classes, each consisting of equivalent definitions, and that there 
is a simple scheme of mutual relations between these classes' ' . 
The definitions of the derivative adopted in this thesis go back 
to Sabastiao e Silva [l] and Sova [l], [2]. Each derivative is what 
has been called a 110-deri vati ve r i by Averbukh and Smolyanov, and 
corresponds to choosing a particular class· o of bounded sets. The 
various a-derivatives have been examined in considerable detail by 
Averbukh and Smolyanov [l]. They show that using two p~rticular 
types of a-derivative (The Frechet derivative and the Hadamard 
derivative) one can obtain a very satisfactory differential calculus 
in topological linear spaces. The most serious deficiency (as with 
all present theories in topological linear spaces) is the lack of an 
inverse function theorem. An example due to Eells [l] shows that the 
usual formulation of the theorem in normed spaces, fails in more 
general spaces (even Frechet spaces!). However, there are a number 
of weaker versions in more general spaces, although none is completely 
satisfactory . Probably there will not be just one inverse function 
theorem, but several, each useful in a different situation. 
Since they will be referred to so often in the sequel, we take the 
liberty of shortening 11 Averbukh and S~olyanov' 1 to 11 A. and S. 11 
§2. Sequential spaces. In this section we define and give a 
few elementary properties of a class of spaces which arise naturally 
in the differential calculus. 
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Let X be a topological space. We say X is sequential, if 
for each Ac X, every limit point of A is the limit of a sequence 
of points in A 
A simple but important property of sequential spaces is the 
following well known result. 
2.1. Let X and Y be topological spaces with X sequential. 
Then f: X + Y is sequentially continuous implies f 'is continuous. 
X. 
with 
Proof. Let A be closed in Y. We show f-1(A) is closed in 
Since ·X is sequential, it suffices to show that if X + X , 
n 
x E f- 1 (A) , then 
n 
But . since f is sequentially 
continuous, f(x ) + f(x) , and so f(x) E A , since A 
n 
is closed. 
That . is, -1 x E f (A) • II 
We now introduce some important notation. TLS will denote the 
class of all Hausdorff topological linear spaces over the real 
field R. E, F an.cl G will always belong to TLS. LCS will 
denote the class of all Hausdorff locally convex spaces over R. 
If X is a topological space and A is a set, ~ will denote the 
space of all mappings from A into X with the product topology. N 
denotes the set of natural numbers {l, 2, ... } . 
The position of sequential locally convex spaces is given by 
2.2. Let EE LCS. Then 
(i)· E is metrizable implies E is sequential; 
(ii) E is sequential implies E is cornological. 
Proof. (i) is trivial. An example of a sequential non-metrizable 
locally convex space is the subspace of RR consisting of those 
mappings that are non-zero on an at most countable subset of R. 
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( A . and S . [ 2 , p . 9 9 ] ) . 
(ii) Let E be a sequential locally convex space. By Kothe 
[l, p. 381], to show E is bornological it suffices to show that for 
any FE LCS , if linear u E ~ F maps bounded sets into bounded 
sets, then u is continuous. To prove this; we need the following 
result (A. and S. [2, p. 100]): Let E be a sequential topological 
linear space. Then, if (x) N is a sequence in E convergent to 
n nE 
0 , there exists a subsequence (x ] such that nz ZEN 
also convergent to O . 
Now suppose u is not continuous. Hence there exists a 
sequence X ~ 0 
n 
and a 0-neighbourhood u in F such that 
u(xn) f U, for each n EN . Then there exists a subsequence 
such that Zx ~ 0 , and so {zx } is bounded. But 
nz nz ZEN 
. 
lS 
Thus {u(zx ]} is not bounded. 
nz ZEN 
The product space is a bornological locally convex space 
(Kothe [l, p. 391]), but is not sequential. To show it is not 
sequential, it suffices to exhibit a net which converges to O , 
but contains no sequence of points converging to 0 . 
Let V be the directed set consisting of all finite subsets 
R 
' 
directed as follows: if F, G E V 
' 
then F ::".: G if F =::J G . 
Now we define a net (xF) FEV . RR follows: if F E V in as 
' 
xF(a) = 0 , when a E F and xF(a) = 1 , when a E R\F. Then 
(xF) FEV converges to O . Now let (x ] be a sequence of Fn nEN 
of 
Then, since R is uncountable, there exists 
00 
S E R \ u 
n=l 
F 
n 
That . lS, for each n E N , 1 . Thus 
(x ] cannot converge to O . // Fn nEN 
If {E} is a collection of locally convex spaces, we let a aEA 
EB Ea denot~ their locally convex direct sum (Kothe [1, --_p. 211]). 
aEA 
If each Ea= E, we denote it by E(A) (following Bourbaki). 
2~3. (i) The product of a metrizable topological linear space 
and a sequential topological linear space is sequential. 
(ii) A countable locally convex direct sum of sequential 
locally convex spaces is not neces.sari.ly sequential. 
Proof. (i) is proved in A. and S. [2, p. 99]. (It is known 
that the product of two sequential spaces is not necessarily 
sequential (Wilansky [l, p. 144, _problem 206]).) (ii) The space 
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R(N) is not sequential. A proof is given in the next section (3.3). // 
Finally, we remind the reader that a Hausdorff space X . lS a 
k-space if a subset Ac X is closed whenever its intersection with 
each compact subset of X is closed. k-spaces have the following 
useful property. 
2.4 (Kelley [l, p. 241]. Let f :· X -+ Y ~ where X . -is a 
k-space and Y is a topological space. Then f is continuous if 
and only if its restriction to each compact subset of X 
continuous . 
. 
-is 
Every Hausdorff sequential space is a k-space. If EE TLS, 
N(E) denotes the class of all circled 0-neighbourhoods of E. 
§3. Linear and bilinear maps. Let E, FE TLS. Let 
L1 (E , F) - L(E, F) denote the linear space of all continuous linear 
maps from E into F. For each k EN , we define by induction, 
Lk(E, F) = L(E, Lk-l (E, F)) . Each Lk(E, F) is given the topology 
of uniform convergence on bounded subsets of E, under which it 
becomes a topological linear space (Schaefer [l, p. 79]). 
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(B, V) = {u E L(E, F) I u(B) c V} will denote a basic 0-neighbourhood 
in the space of L(E, F) Thus B is a bounded subset of E and 
V . lS a 0-neighbourhood in F • 
We will employ the following notation. If u E Lk(E, F) and 
s1 , ... , Sk are subsets of E, then 
u.S1 .•. Sk = { ( ..• [((u.h1 ). h2J.h:~) ... h1) / h{E Si, i = 1, ... , k} c F 
Each defines a k-linear map u : ~ -+ F by 
Certainly -u will be separately 
continuous, but will not generally be continuous. Thus we cannot 
identify Lk(E, F) with the space of continuous k-linear maps from 
~ into F, as is usually done in the calculus on normed spaces. 
Now consider the composition mapping 
comp : L(E, F) x L(F, G)-+ L(E, G) 
defined by comp(u, v) = v o u. comp is separately continuous, but 
not generally continuous, as the following useful remark of Dieudonne 
and Schwartz [l, p. 76] shows. The strong dual of the locally convex 
space E will be denoted by E' . 
3.1. Let EE LCS and E' be the (strong) dual of E. If the 
evaluation mapping ev Ex E'-+ R defined by ev(x, x') = <x, x' > 
is continuous~ then E is normed. 
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However, comp is sequentially continuous. We say that a net 
(x) in a opological linear space is eventually bounded if there a ex.EA 
exists SE A such that the set {x } is bounded. a a~S We say 
( ) is bounded if xa ex.EA {xa ex.EA is bounded. 
3.2 . Let . u -+ u -in 
a 
L (E, F) ., where (u) is a net which 
a ex.EA 
is eventually bounded and let L(F, G) • Then 
v o u -+ v o u in L(E, G). In particularj the bilinear mapping 
a a 
comp is sequentially continuous. 
Proof . Let (B' W) be a 0-neighbourhood . L (E, G) Choose in . 
W1 E N(G) such that wi + w1 + Wl C w. Clearly (va-v) 0 U E (B, w1) 
eventually and V o (ua-u) E (B, w1) eventually. Since (ua) ex.EA . is 
eventually bounded, there exists s E A such that {ua-u}~s . is 
bounded in L (E, F) • Thus u (ua-u) .B = B1 is a bounded subset 
~s 
of F . Then there exists y ~ s such that a~ y implies 
Thus 
eventually. // 
3.2 shows that comp maps bounded sets into bounded sets. 
The next result extends the well known result (Kothe [l, p. 394]) 
that the strong dual of a non-normed metrizable locally convex space 
is not metrizable. 
3. 3. The (strong) dual E' of a non-normed metrizable locally 
convex space E. is not sequential. 
Proof . Suppose E' is sequential. By 2.3, Ex E' 
. is 
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sequential. Thus the evaluation mapping, which is sequentially 
continuous by 3.2, is continuous. Thus , by 3 . 1, E is normed. // 
In particular, R(N) is not sequential. 
§4 a-derivatives o This section contains the definition of the 
a-derivative. In the form adopted here it is due to A. and S. [l, 
p. 208]. In fact, in defining the a-derivative one is really 
defining a speatrv.m of derivatives, each derivative corresponding to 
a different choice of a o The most important kinds of a-derivative 
are the Gateaux, Hadamard and Frechet derivatives, which we examine in 
the next section. 
As usual, let E, FE TLS. If X is a topological space, 
O(X) will denote the class of all open subsets of X. Let 
U E O(E) , VE O(F) , f: U ~ V and a be a class of bounded 
subsets of E such that every single point set belongs to a. Then 
we say f . lS a-differentiable at x EU, if there exists 
u E L(E, F) such that for each SE a and for each WE N(F) , 
there exists 8 > 0 such that f(x+th) - f(x) - u.th E tW, whenever 
h ES and ltl < 8 1 
The mapping u is then uniquely determined and is denoted by 
f'(x) . We say f'(x) is the a-derivative of f at x. 
If f'(x) exists for each x EU , then we can define a map 
f' U + L(E, F) by x + f'(x) . We say f' is the a-derivative 
of f, and f . lS a-differentiable. 
By induction on k , we define a k-times a-differentiable 
mapping f: U + V as a (k-1)-times a-differentiable mapping, 
whose (k-l)th a-derivative f(k-l) : U + Lk_1(E, F) 
. 
lS 
1 In other words, f a-differentiable at if lS X 
' f(x+th)-f(x) 
- u.h converges to 0 when t converges to 0 t ' 
uniformly when h belongs to a subset of E belonging to a . 
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We say f: u V . lS k-times a-differentiable at X E U if 
there exists an open neighbourhood u1 of x such that f: U + V 1 
. 
lS (k-1)-times a-differentiable and f(k-l) : u
1 
+ Lk_1(E, F) 
. 
lS 
a-differentiable at x. 
If f . lS k-times CT-differentiable, for each k EN , we say 
f is infinitely 0-differentiohle . 
We remark that if f: U + V . lS CT-differentiable, then f 
does not have to be continuous, even when 0 is the class of all 
bounded subsets of E . The evaluation mapping ev: RN x R(N) + R 
defined by ev(x, x') = <x, x' ) has a-derivatives of all orders 
(a= all bounded sets) and each derivative is continuous 
ev is not continuous (5 . 8). 
However, 
However, for a rather large class of spaces, we do not have such 
pathological behaviour . 
4 ol (A. and S. [2, p . 105]). Let x EE and 0 be a class of 
boUJ1ded subsets of E that contains all convergent sequences. Then 
a necessary and si:fficient condition for every map f : E + F that 
is a-differentiable at x to be continuous at x is that E be 
sequential . 
§50 ~8teaux, Hadamard and Fr~chet derivatives o This section 
contains the definitions of the three important types of derivative 
and their basic properties. 
Let f: U + V, where U E O(E) and VE O(F) . Suppose 
f . lS CT-differentiable. 
(I) If 0 is the class of all finite subsets of E, then f 
is said to be Gateaux differentiable and f' is called the Gateaux 
derivative. 
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(II) If 0 is the class of all sequentially compact subsets of 
E, then f is said to be Hadamard differentiahle and f' is called 
the Hadamard derivative ~ 
(III) If 0 is the class of all bounded subsets of E, then 
f is said to be Frechet differentiable and f' is called the 
Frechet derivativeo 
Higher order Gateaux (resp. Hadamard, resp . Frechet) derivatives 
and the Gateaux (resp ~ Hadamard, resp o Frechet) derivative at x EE 
are defined similarly. The next result is standard. 
5ol . Let f: U + V. Then 
(i) f is Gateaux differentiable at x EU if and only if 
there exists u E L(E , F) such that for each h EE and each 
. 
sequence i,n R with t + 0 
n 
(t to) ~ we have 
n 
t - l. [t ( X+ t h) - f ( X )] - U. h + 0 • 
n n 
(ii) f is Hadamard differentiable at x EU if and only if 
there exists u E L(E, F) such that for each convergent sequence 
(h ) in E and each sequence 
n nEN R with 
(t to) ~ we have 
n 
t - l. [f ( X+ t h ) - f ( X )] - U . h + 0 
n n n n 
t + 0 
n 
(iii) f is Frechet differentiable at x EU if and only if 
there exists u E L(E, F) such that for each bounded sequence 
E and each sequence 
(t to) ~ we have 
n 
R with 
t- 1 .[r(x+th ) -f(x)] - u. h +o" 
n n n n 
t + 0 
n 
Proof . We give the proof of (ii) only. The others are similar. 
Necessity. Put K = {hn nEN. Then K is relatively 
sequentially compact. Thus given WE N(F) there exists o > 0 
such that f(x+tk) - f(x) - f'(x).tk E tW, whenever ltl < o and 
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k EK. Choose m such that n ~ m implies It I So . Then, for 
n 
n ~ m, we have f(x+t h) - f(x) - f' (x)~t h Et W, as required. 
n n n n n 
Sufficiency. Suppose f is not Hadamard differentiable at -:x:.. 
Then for every u E L(E, F) , there exists WE N(F) , a relatively 
sequentially compact sequence (h N and a real sequence 
n nE 
with t -+ 0 
n 
(t i= o) 
n 
such that f (x+t h ) - f(x) - u.t h ~ t W. 
n n n n n 
Since (h) has a convergent subsequence, the result follows. 
n nEN 
The next well known result shows that the definition of the 
Frechet derivative adopted here coincides with the usual definition 
of the derivative in normed spaces (Dieudonne [l, Ch. 8]). Let 
B(E) denote the class of all bounded subsets of the topological 
linear space E. 
5.20 Let E and F be normed spaces and U E O(E), 
V E O(F) • Then f : U-+ V is Frechet differentiable at x E U 
II 
if and only if there exists u E L(E, F) such that for each s > O, 
there exists 8 > O such that llf(x+h)-f(x)-u. hll s sllhll , whenever 
11h11 < o • (i{ o}) 
Proof . Sufficiencyo Let BjE B(E) and s > 0 a Suppose 
sup{ llxll : x E B} = K • Choose o > 0 such that 
llf(x+h) - f(x)-u . hll < (slK) 11h11 , whenever 11h11 s oK • Now suppose 
!ti so and h EB. Then llf(x+th)-f(x)-u.thll s (slK)llthll s sit! . 
Necessity. Let B be the unit ball . E. Given S > 0 ln 
' 
choose o > O such that ltl s 0 and h E B implies 
llf(x+th)-f(x)-f' (x). thll < sit! Now suppose 11h11 s 0 Then - • 
llf(x+h) ... f(x)-f' (x) .hll s sllhll • II 
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We say f: U ~ V is quasi-differentiable at x EU, i f there 
exists u E L(E, F) such that for any mapping ~ R + U such that 
~(O) = x and the derivative ~ 1 (0) of ~ at O exists, then the 
mapping f o ~ is differentiable at O and (fo~)'(O) = u o ~, 0) 
(Dieudonne [l, p. 157].) 
5o3 (A~ and S. [2, po 91]). f: U + V is quasi-differentiahle 
at x EU if and only if f is Hadamard differentiable at x. 
Next we examine the differentiability properties of the 
composition mapping comp : L(E, F) x L(F, G) -7 L(E, G) defined by 
comp(u, v) = v o u o 
5a4o Let u: E1 x E2 + F be a separately continuous bilinear 
mapping~ which maps bounded sets into bound.ed sets . 
Frechet differentiable. 
Then . u ~s 
Proof o Let (x, y) E E1 x E2 • We show u'(x, y) exists and 
is given by u' (x, y) . (h, k) = u(x, k) + u(h, y) , for each 
(h, k) E E
1 
x E
2 
• Let B1 x B2 be a bounded set in E1 x E2 and 
let VE N(F) . Then u(B1 x B2) is a bounded subset of F and so 
there exists o > 0 such that ltl S 8 implies t.u(h, k) EV, 
for each (h, k) E B1 x B2 o 
Thus ltl S 8 implies 
u(x+th, y+tk) - u(x, y) - u(x, tk) - u(th, y) 
2 
= u(th, tk) = t .u(h, k) E tV, 
for every (h, k) E B1 x B2 • The mapping u' (x , y) defined above 
is linear and continuous, by the separate continuity of u. Thus 
is Frechet differentiable at (x, y) o // 
5.4 shows that comp is always Frechet differentiable. However, 
as we will see, the higher order differentiability properties of comp 
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are very delicate. 
Let u: E1 x E2 7 F be a separately continuous bilinear mapping 
and s be a class of bounded subsets of E1 and T be a class of 
bounded subsets of E2 o Then, following Bourbaki [l, p. 39], we say 
u is (S, T)-hypocontinuous if, for each WE N(F) and MES, there 
exists V E N (E2) such that u(M x V) c W and, for ·each W E N(F) 
and NET, there exists VE N(E1) such that ·u(U x N) c W. If 
S is the class of all bounded subsets of E1 and T is the class 
of all bounded subsets of E2 , we shorten (S, T)-hypocontinuous to 
hypocontinuous o 
Every continuous bilinear mapping is hypocontinuous and every 
hypocontinuous mapping maps bounded sets into ·bounded sets . 
The n~xt result is knowh (Penot ·[1, P o 8]), but no proof was 
. given. 
5.5. Let u: E1 x E2 + F be a hypocontinuous bilinear 
mapping. Then u has Frechet derivatives of all orders and each 
derivative is continuous. 
Proof. According to 5.4, u' : E1 x E2 7 L(E1xE2 , F) exists. 
u' is clearly linear. It will suffice to show it is continuous. 
0-neighbourhood . L(~1xE2 , FJ Choose w E N(F) such that in . 
w + w C V • Since . hypocontinuous, there exists s such that u is 
a~ s implies u (x , k) - u(x, k) E w 
' 
for each k E B2 and a 
u(h, Ya) - u(h, y) E W , for each h E B1 . Thus, for a ~ S ' we 
have 
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u' (xa, Ya) .(h, k) - u' (x, y).(h, k) 
= u(xa, k) + u(h, Ya) - u(x, k) - u(h, y) E W + W c V , 
for each That . is, 
so u' is continuous // 
In the next result, we will need the fact that comp . is 
(S, T)-hypocontinuous, where S is the class of all bounded subsets 
of L(E, F) and T is the class of all equicont inuous subsets of 
L(F, G) (Bourbaki [l, p. 42]). 
5. 6. For the composition mapping 
comp : L ( E, F) x L ( F, G) -+- L ( E, G) ., 
consider the following properties: 
(A) comp has Frechet derivatives of all orders and each 
derivative is continuous; 
(B) comp is hypocontinuous; 
(C) boun,ded subsets of L(F, G) are equicontinuous. 
Then (A) is equivalent to (B)., (C) implies (B) and., if E = R., (B) 
implies ( C). 
Proof o That (B) implies (A) follows from 5.5. Now suppose that 
condition (A) holds. Then 
comp' : L(E , F) x L(F, G)-+- L(L(E, F)xL(F, G), L(E, G)) 
is continuous. To show comp is hypocontinuous, it suffices to show 
that , given a 0-neighbourhood u . in L (E, G) and bounded set B 
in L(F, G) , there exists a 0-neighbourhood 
that comp(V x B) c U. 
in L(E, F) such 
Consider the 0-neighbourhood ({o}xB, U) in 
L(L(E, F)xL(F, G), L(E, G)) . Since comp' is continuous, there 
exists a 0-neighbourhood V X w . in L(E, F) x L(F, G) such that 
comp'(V x W) c ({o}xB, U) That is, by the formula for comp' , 
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comp(V x B) c U . 
That (C) implies (B) is trivial. Conversely, suppose E = R, 
and (B) holds. Let B be a bounded subset of L(F, G) and W be a 
0-neighbourhood in G. Then, by the hypocontinuity of comp , there 
exists U E N(F) such that comp(U x B) c W. That is, for each 
u EB, u(U) c W. Thus B is equicontinuous. / / 
Following Kothe [l, p. 367], we say a locally convex space E 
is quasi-barrelled (Bourbaki: infratonnele) if every barrel in E, 
which absorbs bounded subsets of E, is a 0-neighbourhood. A 
locally convex space E is quasi-barrelled if and only if each 
bounded subset of the (strong) dual E' is equicontinuous if and 
only if , for each locally convex space F, each bounded subset of 
L(E, F) (given the topology of uniform convergence on bounded 
subsets of E) is equicontinuous . Thus, from 506, a sufficient 
condition for comp to have Frechet derivatives of all orders is 
that F, GE LCS and F be quasi-barrelled . Alternatively, it 
suffices that F be a Baire space . 
As a corollary of 5.6, we have 
5o7. Consider the evaluation mapping ev : Ex E' + R defined 
by e V ( X ' X ' ) = ( X ' X ' > , where E E LCS . Then E . . 1,,s quasi,-
barrelled if and only if ev has Frechet derivatives of all orders 
and each derivative is continuous . 
Finally, we have 
5. 80 Let E be a non-normed quasi-barrelled locally convex 
space. Then ev has Frechet derivatives of all orders and each 
derivative is continuous, but ev is not continuous. 
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§6 0 Mean value theorems o This section contains three versions 
of the mean value theorem in topological linear spaces, which will be 
needed in Chapter 2. Throughout this section, we suppose U E O(E) 
and V E O(F) • 
6ol o Let f: U + R have a Gateaux derivative at each point of 
some convex set w c U. Then 3 for each x, x h E w 3 there exists 
s E (O, 1) such that f(x+h) - f(x) = f' (x+sh).h . 
Proof o Consider the map ~ : [O, l] + R defined by ~(t) = f(x+th) . 
Then ~ is differentiable in (0, 1) and 
~'(t) = lim ~t-1 . [f(x+th+~t .h)-f(x+th)J = f'(x+th).h, 
~t+O 
for each t E (0, 1) . Further, ~ has a right (resp . left ) hand 
derivative at O (resp. 1), and so ~ is continuous on [O, l] . 
Thus by the mean value theorem for real valued functions of a real 
variable, we have f(x+h) - f(x) = ~(l) - ~(O) =~'Cs)= f'(x+sh).h ' 
for some s E (0, 1) • // 
6. 2. Let f : U + V have a Ga.teaux derivative at each point of 
some convex set w c U. Then 3 for each u E F' and for each 
x, x+h E w 3 there exists s E (O, 1) such that 
<f(x+h)-f(x), u> = <f'(x+sh) . h, u>. Further 3 
<f(x+h)-f(x)-f'(x).h, u> = <f'(x+sh).h-f'(x).h, u>. 
Proof . Let k EE and y E w. Then, since u is continuous 
linear, 
lim t-1 . [u(f(y+tk))-u(f(y))} 
t+O 
= \lim t- 1 . [f(y+tk)-f(y)J, u) = <f'(y) .k , u> . 
t+o 
That is, u of: U + R has a Gateaux derivative u o f'(y) at each 
point y E w. Thus, by 6.1, given x, x+h E w, there exists 
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r;, E (0, 1) such that 
<f(x+h)-f(x), u> = (u o f)'(x+r;,h).h = <f'(x+r;,h).h, u>. 
The last statement in the theorem follows immediately . // 
1 
6. 3. f : U -+ V ., where F E LCS • Suppose f has a Gateaux 
<krivative at eaoh point of some oonvex set w c .U . Then., for each 
continuous seminorm p on F and each x, x+h E w., there exists 
r;, E (O, 1) such that p[f(x+h)-f(x )J s p[f' (x+r;h).h] . Further., 
p[f(x+h)-f(x)-f' (x).h] s p[f' (x+r;h) .h-f' (x) . h] • 
Proof. By the Hahn-Banach theorem, there exists u E F' such 
that p[f(x+h)-f(x)J = (f(x+h)-f(x), u > and I <y, u>I S p(y) , for 
each y E F . Then, by 6 . 2, there exists r; E (0, 1) such that 
(f(x+h)-f(x), u> = <f'(x+r;h) . h, u>. Thus we have 
p[f(x+h)-f(x)] s p[f'(x+r;,h) . h] The last statement in the theorem 
follows similarly. // 
It is clear that 6 03 holds even if F is a non-Hausdorff 
locally convex space. 
We let cr(A) denote the closed convex hull of the set A . 
The last version of the mean value theorem is due to A. and S. [l, 
p. 219]. 
6.4. Let f: U-+ V be Ga.teaux differentiahle at each point of 
some convex set w c U and suppose FE LCS . Then., if x, x+h E w., 
we have f(x+h) - f(x) E Cf{f' (x+r;,h).h I r; E [O, l]} • 
§7. The categories Dk and k Let f: u -+ V, where U E O(E) DF • H 
and V E O(F) , be a continuous mapping . We f . k . say lS a DH-mappi,ng 
(resp. k . ) (k 1, 2, . . . ) if f . k-times Hadamard D F-mappi,ng = lS 
(resp . Frechet) different i able in U. 00 We say f is a DH-mapping 
l Theorem 6.3 was previously proved by McLeod [l]. See also 
Szarski [l] and Mlak [l]. 
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(resp. v;-mapping) if it . is a Dk . ( H-mapping resp. D~-mapping) , for 
each k = 1, 2 , . . . . 
We now define collections of mappings 0 C (U, V) , and 
k DH(U, V) (k = 1 , 2, ... , 00 ) as follows : 
(i) CO (U, V) . the class of all continuous . from u is mappings 
into V· 
' 
(ii) k V) (resp. k V) ) (k = 1 , 2, oco , 00 ) . DH(U , DF(U, is 
the class of all Dk . . fl-mappings (resp c D~-mappings) from 
U into V o 
Clearly k(U V) c Dk(U V) c CO(U, V) . DF ' H ' 
The remainder of this section will be devo ted to two results: 
the symmetry of the higher derivatives and the composition property 
~ for the Hadamard and Frechet derivatives. Most of the proofs are 
standard, although our proof of the symmetry of the higher derivatives 
avoids using Young ' s theorem and so is slightly original. Also we 
prove this result in greater generality than usual . 
We begin with the composition property for first order 
derivatives . 
7 o 1 o Let f : U -+ V and g : V -+ W . If f is Freahet (resp. 
Hadamard) differentiable at x EU and g is Freahet (re sp . 
Hadamard) differentiable at f(x) ~ then g o f is Freahet (re sp. 
Hadamard) differentiable at x and (g o f)' (x) = g' (f(x)) o f' (x) . 
Proof. ~ We prove the result first for the Frechet derivative. 
Let (hn)nEN be a bounded sequence in E and 
R . Then 
t -+ 0 
n 
(t # 0) 
n 
in 
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t-1 . [Cg of> (x+t h ) -Cg o f) x)] - g' (f(x )). (f ' (x)oh ) 
n - n n n 
= t~
1
. [g [t<x)+tn +~1 . [f(x tnhn)-f(x)]} }-g (f(x)) J 
- g' (f(x) ). [t-1 c {f(xtt h )-f(x) }] 
n n n 
+ g 1 (f ( X ) ) • [t-l o { f ( X+ t h ) - f ( X) } - f 1 ( X) • h J 
n n n n 
-+ 0 
' 
since f is Frechet differentiable at X, g ~ is Frechet 
differentiable at f(x) and (t-1 . [f(x+t h )-f(x)] ) is a bounded 
- n n n nEN 
sequence in F. 
For the Hadamard derivative, suppose h ~ h i n E and 
n 
t ·+ 0 • Then we may proceed as above, since 
n 
t-1 . [f(x+t h )-f(x)] + f' (x).h in F o I I 
n n n 
7 o 2. (i) Let f : U + V ., g : V -+ W and x E U • Suppose g 
is n-times Hadamard (resp . Freahet) differentiabZe at f(x) and f 
. the restriction to u of a continuous linear mapping f rom E -is 
into F . Then 0 f . n-times Hadamard (resp o Frechet ) g -is 
differentiable at X and 
(g 0 f)(n)(x).hl . . . h = g(n) (f(x) ) G (f h 1)) . ~ . (f (hn ) . n 
(i i) Let f: U + V ., V +W and x E U • Suppose f . g . : -is 
n-times Hadamard (resp . Frechet) differentiable at x and g is the 
restriction to V of a continuous linear mapping from F into G . 
Then go f is n-times Hadamard (resp . Freche t) differentiable at 
x E U and 
... 
Proof . We give the proofs only for the Hadamard derivative. 
The Frechet case is very similar. 
( . \ 'l, / The proof is by induction. When n = 1 , the result 
follows immediately as a special case of 7.l o Now suppose that g 
is n-times Hadamard differentiable at f(x) . Let 
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(B1 , ... , (Bn-l' w1) ... ) be a 0-neighbourhood in Ln_1(E, G) and 
let K be a sequentially compact subset of E. Since a linear map 
can be extended uniquely from an open subset to the whole space, we 
may as well suppose f is defined on all of E. Put B. = f(B.) , 
'l, 'l, 
for . 1,, = 1, 2, ... , n-1 Since (n-1) g is Hadamard differentiable 
at f(x) , there exists o > 0 such that !ti so and h EK 
implies 
g(n-l)(f(x)+f(th)) - g(n-l)(f(x)) - g(n) (f( x) ). (f(th) ) 
E t. (Bl, . .. , (Bn-1' wl) . · .) · 
That is, Jtl So implies 
for each h EK, h1 E B1 , ... , hn-l E Bn-l 0 
Thus, by the inductive hypothesis, jtj < o implies 
for each h EK, h1 E B1 , ... , hn-l E Bn-l , 
(ii) When n = l , the result follows imm~diately from 7.1. 
Now suppose f . lS n-times Hadamard differentiable at X • Let 
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(B1 , .. . , (Bn-l' w1) . .. ) be a 0-nei ghbour hood i n Ln-l (E, G) and 
let K be a sequentially compdct subset of E. As before, we may 
as well suppose g is defined on all of F . There exists 
v1 E N(F) such that g(v1 ) c w1 Then . f(n-1) is Hadamard . since 
differentiable at X 
' 
-chere exists 0 > 0 such that It I s o and 
h EK implies 
That is, ltl ::: o implies 
( 
(n-1) g f ( x+th ) . h 1 ... hn-1] - g(f(n-l)(x).hl .. . hn-1] 
_ g(/nl(x) . th.h1 . . . hn-l] E tW1 , 
for each h EK and h1 E B1 , . . . , hn-l E Bn-l · 
Thus, by the inductive hypothesis, !ti ::: o implies 
(n l) (n-1) (go f) - (x+th).h1 ... hn-l - (go f) (x).h1 • n • h n-1 
for each h EK, h1 E B1 , . •o, hn-l E Bn-l o // 
The next result is well known (Dieudonne [l, p . 181]). 
7.3. Let f: U-+ V., where U E O(E)., VE O(F) and E and 
F are normed spaces. Suppose f is n-times Frechet differentiable 
at x EU. Then f(n)(x) is symmetric., in the sense that., for any 
permutation a of {l, 2, 0 e O ' n} ., 
where . . ... h E E • 
n 
7. 4. Let f : U 
(n) 
hn = f (x). ho(l) . e. ha(n) ., 
R., where U is an open subset of EE TLS. 
Suppose f is n-times Hadamard differentiable at x E U . Then 
....... 
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f(n) (x) 'iS symmetric& 
Proof . We only give the proof for the case n = 2 . The 
general case is very similar . Let h1 , h2 EE . Defi ne g : W + U 
0-neighbourhood in R2 . By a slight extens i on of 7.2 (i), fog 
is twice Hadamard different i able at (O, 0) and 
By 7.3, 
(f O g) ( 2 ) ( 0, 0) (t t ) ( ) 0 l' 2 ° 8 1' 8 2 
for every t 1 , t 2 , s 1 , s 2 ER . Choosing t 1 = 1 = s 2 and 
t 2 = 0 = s 1 gives the result. // 
Now we can prove the symmetry of the higher derivative in great 
generality. 
' 
7. 5 ( Symmetry of the higher derivative). Let f : U + V ., where 
U E O(E)., VE O(F) and F is separated by its dual . Suppose f 
is n-times Hadamard differentiable at x EU . 
symmetric . 
. 
'iS 
Proof o Let u E F' , h1 , ... , hn EE and 0 be a permutation 
of {l, 2, .. . , n} . Then, by 7.2 (ii), u of: U + R is n-times 
Hadamard differentiable at x EU and 
. . . 
Then by 7 . 4, 
O C 0 
(n) hn = (u of) (x).h0 (l) 
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Thus 
( (n) l ( (n) )[ u f (x).h1 • o• hn = u f (x).h0 (l) . .. ha(n) ; 
and since this holds for every u E F' and F is separated by its 
dual, the result follows. // 
As an immediate consequence of the symmetry of the h i gher 
derivative, we have 
7. 6 (Hypocontinuity of the higher derivative). Let f: U + V ~ 
where F is separated by its dual. Suppose f is n-times Hadamard 
differentiable at x EV. Then~ for eaah WE N(F) ~ for eaah 
k = 1, 2, o •• , n and for eaah 
(i = 1, 2, oco , k-1, k+l, e e • , 
that • • • 
B. E B(E) 
'2, 
n) ~ there exists 
B Cw . 
n 
Uk E N(E) suah 
The next result is standard o An outline of a proof may be 
found in Penot [l, p. 9]. The proof uses 7.5 0 See also Ao and S. 
[l, po 234] . 
7 o 7 . Let f : V + V ~ g : V + W ~ where U E O ( E) ~ V E O ( F) ~ 
WE O(G) and F and G are separated by their duals. Suppose f 
is n-times Freahet (resp . Hadamard) differentiable at · x EU and g 
is n-times Freahet (resp. Hadamard) differentiable at f(x). Then 
go f is n-times Freahet (resp. Hadamard) differentiable at x. 
Notice that if we make a rather mild restriction on the spaces 
we can give an elementary proof of 7 . 7 . Suppose bounded subsets of 
L(F, G) are equicontinuous. Then, by 5 . 6, 
comp : L(E, F) x L(F, G) + L(E, G) 
has Frechet derivatives of all orders. Consequently, one can use the 
standard induction argument (Dieudonne [l, p. 183]). 
We will need the formula for (go f)(n) (Penot [l, p. 9]). 
The notation h(n) will stand for the n-tuple (h, h, .. . , h) . 
Then 
where the sum is extended over all p-tuples V = 
with and p varying from 1 "CO n . 
This formula characterises (g o f) (n: (x) , since this 
multilinear mapping is symmetric o 
' 
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We denote by (resp n (k = 1, 2 , • c• , 00 ) the category 
whose obj ects are all open subsets of all i:opological linear spaces 
separated by their duals and, for each pair of objects U and V, 
the morphisms are (resp . D~(U, V) ) o The product of 
morphisms is defined to be the usual composition of mappings . 
We denote by c0 the category whose objects are all open 
subsets of all topological linear spaces separated by their duals and, 
for each pair of objects U and V, the morphisms are 0 C (U, V) , 
with composi ion as heir product c 
a 
§80 The catego ry J< o This section contains the definition of 
~-mapping which will be adopted in this thesis, and the proof of 
the composition property for such mappings o We also give a detailed 
discussion of the difficulites one encounters when trying to define 
~-mappings in the context of topological linear spaces. 
Of course, in normed spaces there i s no difficulty. A 
~-mapping is a k-times Frechet differentiable mapping such that 
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each derivative is continuous One easily proves by i nduct i on t hat 
the composition property holds for such mappings between normed 
spaces. (Dieudonne [l, p , 183] . ) However, an examination of this 
proof reveals a grave difficulty i f one attempts to generalise i t to 
topological linear spaces e The fact that the composition mapping 
comp : L(E , F) x L(F, G) ~ L(E, G) is cont i nuous when F is normed, 
is used . Unfortunately comp is no cont i nuous in general (3.1) . 
Of course, there may be another proof which avoids this 
difficulty However this is extremely unlikely, as an examination of 
even the first order case will quickly show o On the o her hand, we 
do not know of a counterexample ~ Frolicher and Bucher [l] have sought 
to overcome this difficulty by working in spaces with just a limit 
structure ("pseudo-topological linear spaces" )o Penot [l] has given 
a number of definitions (in the framework of topological linear 
spaces) which have the composition property and reduce to the 
standard definition in case the spaces are normed . Both are essential 
requirements for any reasonable definition ! One of Penot's 
definitions was discovered independently by us, and is the one used 
in this 'thesis o A second, slightly stronger, definition of Penot's 
was also discovered by Yamamuro [2] (called "equicontinuously 
differentiable" by Yamamuro). 
Before we give the new definition of Ck-mapp i ngs, let us see 
what can be done with the standard definit i on . Thus let us suppose 
temporarily that a ~-mapping is a k-times Frechet differenti able 
continuous mapping , whose derivatives are all continuous . ~(U, V) 
will denote the class of all such mapp i ngs between the open sets U 
and V . Then we have 
8. 1 (Using the standard definition of ~-mappings). Let 
f E /cu, V) and g E d<cv, W)., where k E {l, 2, soo , 00 } Q Then 
go f E J<cu, W) in eaah of ~he following aases: 
( A) V is an open subset of a no-mzed spaae; 
(B) u . 'l-S a k-spaae and V and W aPe open subsets of 
topologiaaZ linear spaaes whiah are separated by their 
duals; 
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(C) f o~ g is the restriation of a aontinuous linear mapping. 
Proo"f O (A) In this case, comp is a continuous bilinear 
mapping and so the proof given in Dieudonne [l, p o 1 83] appli es o 
(B) The proof of (B) uses the formu a for (go f) (k) (x) , the 
symmetry of he higher derivatives and 2 o4 o It is a most the same as 
the proof of 8 02 below, and so we omit ito 
(C) Suppose f is the restriction of a continuous linear 
mapping . Then, by 7.2 ( i) 
and one sees easily that (go f)(n) is cont i nuous . 
Now suppose g is the restric ion of a continuous linear map o 
Then , by 7 o 2 (ii) , 
Thus (go f)(n) is continuous Q // 
Now we give the definition of Ck-mapping which will be used 
throughout the remainder of this thesis. Let f: U ~ V be a 
continuous mappi ng, where U E O(E ) and V E O F) ~ We say f 
cf-mapping (k = 1, 2, ooo ) if the follow i ng two conditions are 
satisfied: 
. 
lS a 
(a) f is k-times Freche differentiable and each derivative 
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U + L ( E, F) ( n = 1 , o o o , k ) is continuous ; 
n 
(b) for each x EU and for each derivative f(n) 
(n = 1, ooo , k) , there exists an open neighbourhood N of 
x cont ained i n U sch that f n) N) is a bounded subset 
of L (E , F) o 
n 
bounded". 
That . lS , each derivative is "locally 
We say f is a C00-mapping i f it is a cf-mapping, for each 
k=l , 2 , 000 0 
Notice that i f E and F are normed, theh the local boundedness 
f h f (n) o eac fo lows 0 mmedi a1:e ly from its continuity , and so our 
definition reduces to t he standard defi nition i n normed spaces . 
Next we prove the composition property for cf-mappings. Let 
us denote by ~(U, V) (k = 1, 2, ooo , 00 ) , the collection of all 
~-mappings from U i nto V o 
802 (composition propert y for ~-mappings) . Let f E ~(U, V) 
and g E ~ ( V, W) , where k E { 1 , 2 , o a • , 00 } , U E O E ) , V E O ( F) 
and WE O(G). Suppose F and G are both separated by their 
duals . Then g o f E ~ ( U, W) • 
Proof o We may assume k is f i n ite . By 7 a7 , g O f . lS k-times 
Frechet differentiable in U and, for 1 Sn S k , 
for each x EU and n-tuple h(n) o This it suffices to show the 
continuity and local boundedness of each derivative (go f)(n) . We 
show the continuity first. 
Let U such that x + x. Let Cl 
1 ::: n ::: k We have to show (g o f) (n) (x ) + (g o f) (n) (x) in 
Cl 
L (E, G) . Let BE B(E) . Clearly by t he formula for (go f)(n) 
n 
and the symmetry of the derivatives (go f)(n)(y) , it suffices to 
show that 
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[ 
(n ) (n )] 
+ g ( p ) (f ( X)) • f l ( X) • h l [ 
(n ) (n )] 
. . . ! P (x) . h P , 
uniformly over h(n) E Bn • 
Now 
[( 
(n ) (n ) ) (n )] 
+ g ( p ) (f ( X ) ) • f l ( X Cl) -f l ( X) • h l 
+ ••• 
[ 
(n ) (n )J-
+ g ( p ) (f ( X ) ) • f l ( X ) • h l 
[ (np) ( ) (np)] • f X .h Cl 
(p) [ (nl) (nl)] 
+ g (f(x)} . f (x). h •.. [( 
(n ) (n ) ] (n )] f p ( X Cl) -f p ( X) • h p • 
Now the first term on the right hand side + 0 uniformly over 
h (n) E ff7' , since g (p) (f (xa)) + g (p) (f(x)) and each der i vative of 
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f is locally bounded. We also use here the obvious fact that if U 
is a bounded subset of L (E, F) 
m 
and B1 , ••• , Bm E B(E) , then 
U u.B1 
uEU 
• • • B E B(F) • All the other terms + 0 uniformly over 
m 
h(n) E "Efl , using the hypocontinuity of g(p)(f(x)) and the preceeding 
property. Thus (go f)(n) is continuous. 
Now we show (go f)(n) is locally bounded at x EU v There 
exists an open neighbourhood N of x such that g(p)(f(N) ) . lS 
bounded in L (F, G) (p = 1, •.. , n) and f(p) (N) is bounded in 
p 
L (E, F) p (p = 1, ... ' n) . Clearly is then bounded 
in L (E, G) • I I 
n 
We remark that any definition of cf-mappings which has he 
composition property, reduces to the standard definition in normed 
spaces and defines an S-category (§19) is suitable for our 
purposes. Yamamuro's Ecf-mappings have these properties (Yamamuro 
[2]). 
On the other hand, the definition of d<-mapp ings adopted here 
is not likely to be of any general use in the differential calculus 
on topological linear spaces, because it restricts the class of 
d<-mappings too much. As 8.3 below shows, there is a continuous 
bilinear mapping, which is not a c1-mapping. Since Yamamuro's 
definition is stronger, it is not an Ec1-mapping either. Possibly 
there is no definition of d<-mappings which is best for all 
occasions. One will have to modify the definition, as we have done, 
to suit the situation. 
-
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803 0 Let E be a non-normed locally convex space . Consider the 
map f: Rx E 7 E defined by f(a, x) = a.x o f is a continuous 
bilinear mapping and so has Frechet derivatives of all orders and 
each derivative is continuous. However~ f' is not locally bounded 
at ( O, o) • 
Proof . By 5.5, f has Frechet derivatives of all orders and 
each derivative is continuous . Let (a , x) E R x E . Then the 
derivative f'(a, x) at (a, x) is given by 
f'(a, x) . (S, y) = a. y + S.x, for each (S, y) E R x E . 
N f l ow suppose is locally bounded at (0 , 0) . Hence there 
exists an interval I contatning OE R and U E N(E ) such that 
f'(I x U) is bounded in L(RxE, E) . Consider the bounded set 
B = {l} X {0} . R X in E and let V E N(E) • 
Since f' (I X U) . bounded, there exists A > 0 such that lS 
f'(I XU) C A(B, V) • That is, for each x E U and a E I 
' 
a.o + 1 .x E AV . That is , for each X E u 
' 
X E AV • Hence u 
a bounded 0-neighbourhood, which contradicts the assumpt ion that 
was not normed. // 
. 
lS 
Finally, we denote by J< (k = 1, 2, ooo , 00 ) the category whose 
objects are all open subsets of all topological linear spaces 
(separated by their duals) and, for each pair of objects U and V, 
the morphisms are J<cu, V) • The product of morphisms is defined to 
be the usual composition of mappings . 
§9. Uniform differentiability o Suppose f: u7v . ... is Frechet 
differentiable on w c U, where U E O(E) and VE O(F) . Then we 
say f is uniformly (Frechet) differentiable on w, if, for each 
BE B(E) and for each W E N(F) , there exists o > 0 such that 
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f(x+th) - f(x) - f'(x).th E tW, whenever It! < o , h EB and 
X E w . 
We omit the proof of the following result which i s very similar 
to 5 . 2. 
9 o 1 • Let f : U -r V ., where E a;n,d F are normed spaaes o Then 
the following are equivalent: 
(i) f is uniformly differentiable on wcE· ., 
(ii) f is Freahet differentiable on w a;n,d for eaah s > 0 
there exists 8 > o suah that llf(x+h)-f(x)-f' (x) . h ll < sllhll ., 
whenever llh II < o a;n,d x E w • 
Uniform differentiability in normed spaces has been studied by 
Va~nberg [l]. 
9.2 . Let f: E -r F be Freahet differentiable on E. Then : 
(i) if F E LCS ., f' is uniformly aontinuous on E implies 
f is uniformly differentiable on E ; 
(ii) if E has a bounded a-neighbourhood., f is uniformly 
differentiable on E implies f' is uniformly aontinuous 
on E • 
Proof. (i) Let BE B(E) and v1 E N(F) be convex. Suppose 
p is the gauge of V1 . We define a 0-neighbourhood w1 
L (E, F) by E L(E, F) I sup p(u(x)) 
xEB 
Since 
. in 
f' 
uniformly continuous on E, there exists u1 E N(E) such that 
x, y E E , x-y E U 
1 
implies f' (x) - f' (y) E W 1 
Also, since BE B(E) , there exists A > o 0 
h EB . Then 
AU => B 
1 
Now suppose x EE, 
such that 
. 
lS 
and 
-
p[f(x+th)-f(x)-f' (x).th] s p[f' (x+r;th).th-f' (x).th] < lt l , 
where r; E (0, 1) . Thus 
f(x+th) -f(x) -f'(x).th E tV1 • 
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(ii) Let (B, v1) be a 0-neighbourhood in L(E, F) , where B 
lS circled. Suppose that s is a bounded 0-neighbourhood in E 
Put B = B 1 + s . Choose v2 E N(F) such that v2 + v2 + V2 C vi 0 
Since f . uniformly differ en ti able E t here exi sts lS on 
' 
0 > 0 such that f ( x+ oh ) - f ( x) - f' ( x) • oh E oV2 , whenever h E B1 
and x E E • 
Now suppose h EB, x EE and y E oS. Then 
[f' (x+y)-f' (x)J.oh = [f(x+y+oh)-f(x)-f' (x). (y+oh)J 
+ [f' (x+y).oh+f(x+y)-f(x+y+oh)J + [f' (x).y+f(x)-f (x+y)J 
Thus, when x E E , y E oS , f' (x+y) - f' (x) E (B, V 1) , and 
so f' is uniformly continuous on E. II 
Notice in 9.2 (ii) that we cannot omit the hypothesis that E 
has a bounded 0-neighbourhood. For let EE LCS and suppose E . lS 
not quasi-barrelled. Then the evaluation mapping ev : Ex E' + R 
is uniformly differentiable on E (5.4). But ev' is not uniformly 
continuous (5.7). 
§10. Differentiable seminorms. 
10.1. Let EE LCS and p be a continuous seminorm on E. 
Suppose p is Gateaux differentiable on w c E. Then 
{p' (x) I x E w} is bounded in E' . 
Proof. We will need the result (Kothe [l, p . 348] ) that f or 
each x E w and y E E , Ip' (x). y I S p (y) • Let q B be the 
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continuous seminorm on E' defined by qB(u) = sup lu h , where B hEB 
lS a bounded subset of E. 
We have to show sup q B (.p' (x)) . finite o But lS 
xEW 
sup qB(p' (x)) = sup sup IP' (x) .h I < sup p(h) , which is finii:eo II -
xEw xEw hEB hEB 
10.l shows that the "local boundedness" condition in the 
definition of c1-mappings is automatically satisfied for seminorms. 
Suppose p is a seminorm on a linear space E. We put 
Np = {x EE I p(x) = o} . 
l0o2 Let EE LCS and p be a continuous seminorm on E. 
If · x E Np~ then p 2 has a Frechet derivative at x . Thus~ if 
E Dl (E\N R) th p 2 E DF1 (E, R) • p F p' ~ en 
Proof o We show that the derivative of p
2 
at X . lS 0 • 
BE B(E) and E > 0 Suppose sup p(h) =Ko 
hEB 
Put 2 s: .. ,_ 'K u - c- , " 
Then, if O < ltl So , we have 
sup jtj-1 . jp 2 (x+th)-p 2(x)-O.thl = 
hEB 
sup 
hEB 
I 1
-1 2 t .p (x+th) 
< sup ltl . .p 2 (h ) 
hEB 
< E • // 
Let 
10 0 3. Let E- E LCS and p be a continuous seminorm on E • 
Suppose p is Gateaux differentiable at x EE . Then~ if p 
denotes the extension of p to the completion E of E ~ 
Gateaux differentiable at X. 
. p 1,S 
Proof. Suppose u = p'(x) is the Gateaux derivative t p at 
-
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-
--Denote its extension E 
. the A X • to by u . We show u is Gateaux 
- -derivative of p at X • Let h E E • Then there exists a net 
(he) aEA 
. E such that h +h . E Let E: > 0 be . in a in • given . 
Choose S E A such that p(hs-h) s sl3 and I u. (hs-h) I S E:13 • 
Then choose cS > 0 such that 0 < I ti < cS implies -
Then O < ltl S cS implies 
lt- 1 .cpcx+th)-p(x)-u.thJI s t- 1 .[p(x+thsJ-p(x)-usthsJ 
+ ~(hs-h) + lu(hs-h) l 
<s - . II 
10.4. Let EE LCS and p be a oontinuous serrrinorm on E . 
Then p is Gateaux differentiabZe at X E E if and onZy if there 
exists u EE' suoh that for every Cauohy net (ha} aEA . -in E and 
for every net (t } in . R with t + o a aEA a (t to) ~ we have a 
Proof . Clearly the condition implies p is Gateaux differentiable 
at x. For the converse, suppose the negation of the condition 
holds. Hence, for each u EE' , there exists a Cauchy net (h) a aEA 
in E, there exists t + 0 a and there exists E: > 0 
t - l . [p ( X+ t h ,J -p ( X ) ] - U. h > E: , 
a a v. a 
for each a EA. 
such that · 
Now (u.ha)aEA is a Cauchy net in R. Hence there exists 
SE A such that a~ S implies lu.ha-u.hSj s sl3 and 
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t~1 . [p(x+to:hc)-pCx)]-u.ho: < t~1 . [p(x+to:hS)-pCx)]-u.hS 
+ p (ho:-hs) + lu(ho:-hS ) I . 
Thus, for every o: > S , we have 
Thus p is not Gateaux differentiable at x. II 
The next result has obvious usefulness. 
10 05. Let EE LCS and p be a aontinuous seminorm on E. 
Suppose bounded subsets of E are preaorrpaat. Then p is Ga.teau::c 
differentiable at x E E if arid only if p is Freahet differentiable 
at X • 
Proof . Clearly it suffices to show that if p ~ is not Frechet 
differentiable at x, then it is not Gateaux differentiable at x . 
Thus suppose for every u EE' , there exists a bounded sequence 
(h) in E, there exists a sequence 
n nEN 
(t # o) and there exists s > O such that 
n 
such that t -+ 0 
n 
t - l . [p ( X+ t h ) -p ( X ) ] - U. h > S , 
n n n n 
for each n EN . 
Since bounded subsets of E are precompact, (h ) has a 
n nEN 
Cauchy subnet (h;) o:EA , say. Let (t ;) o:EA be the corresponding 
subnet of (tn)nEN · Thus, for each u E E' , there exists a Cauchy 
net (h ~) o:EA . E there exists a net t' -+ 0 (t' t o) and there in 
' 0: 0: 
exists s > 0 such that 
for each o: EA. Thus p is not Gateaux differentiable at x, by 
10. 4. I I 
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Next we give a special case of a deep theorem , with a correspond-
ingly difficult proof, of Asplund and Rockafellar [l, p. 459] on the 
differentiability properties of convex functions. The simple proof 
for seminorms, which we give, is due to ~mulian [l], who essent i ally 
discovered 10.6 in normed spaces. 
10 060 Let EE LCS and p be a continuous seminorm on E. 
Suppose p is Frechet differentiable on W c E • Then p' : W -+ E' 
is continuous. 
0 Proof. First we prove the following result: Suppose p is 
Frechet differentiable at x EE. Let (u) be a net in E' 
a aEA 
such that u .x -+ p(x) 
Cl 
and ua·Y S p(y) , for each y EE and 
a E A • Then u Cl -+ p ' ( x ) . 
Let (h) be a bounded net in E . We have to show a aEA 
(ua-P' (x)) . ha-+ 0 • We may assume ua .x < p(x) , for each a E A 
1"' f a.ct , U rv • X = p ( X) and U y < p ( ) f h E E . 1 . " ~ a · - Y , or eac y imp ies 
UCl = p'(x) . Put = ./p(x)-u . x .sgn (u -p' (x)) ., h . 
Cl Cl Cl 
Then ta-+ 0 and ta# 0 , for each a. Now 
p(x+taha) - p(x) - p' (x).taha ~ ua . (x+taha) - p(x) - p' (x) .taha 
= u . x - p(x) + t (u -p'(x) }. h . 
Cl Cl Cl Cl 
Thus 
-+ 0 ' 
since p is Frechet differentiable at X. 
Now we can show p' is continuous . Let X -+ X 
Cl 
in 
I p , ( X ) • ( X-X ) +p , ( X ) • X -p ( X) I 
Cl Cl Cl Cl 
w • Then 
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We have used here the facts that if a seminorm q is Gateaux 
differentiable at x , then q'(x).x = q(x) and jq'(x).yl s q(y) , 
for each y EE . Hence, by our previously established result, 
p' (x ) -+ p' (x) • / / Cl 
Combining 10 .l and 10.6, we see that in order to prove that 
p E c1 (E\Np' R) , it suffices to show that p E D~(E Np' R) • 
§11 . Strict inductive limits and differenti ab ility o We refer 
the reader to Kothe [l, p o 220] for the definition and propert ies of 
topological inductive limits of locally convex spaces . A topological 
inductive limit E[TJ = l ECl[TClJ of the locally convex spaces 
Cl 
{ECl[T a.1} is said to be strict (Kothe [l, p. 222]) if ECl c ES for 
Cl < s and if the topology induced by rs 
is equal to T • Cl 
on the subspace E of Cl 
Let E[TJ = I E [T J a. a Cl be a strict inductive Zimit with 
the property that a subset B c E is bounded if and only if B 
contained in some E and is bounded there. Let f: E-+ F ~ where Cl 
F E LCS ~ be a continuous . Let U E O(E) Then mapp1.,ng. 
f E k DF(U, F) (k E {l, 2' • • •, oo}) if and only if 
flECl E D~(U n E , F) ~ for each Cl . Cl 
Proof . The necessity is obvious . For the sufficiency, we 
prove, by induction, that (k E {l, 2, .. o}) and for 
--
1 
Thus suppose first that flE E DF1 (u n E, F) , for each a. 
a a 
Let x EU. We define a map u1 : E + F as follows. Given 
y E E 
' 
since E is a strict inductive limit, there exists a such 
that x, y E Ea. Then define ul (y) = (f I Ea) ' ( x ) . y 0 The value of 
ul (y) is independent of the choice of a . For suppose x, y E ES 
' 
also. Choose y such that y :::. a and y > s Then - • 
(f I E ) I ( X ) • y = (f I E ) I ( X ) • y = (f I E Q) I ( X ) • y . Also is linear and 
a y IJ 
is continuous, since ullEa is continuous, for each a (Kothe [l, 
p. 217]). 
We show that u1 = f'(x) Let BE B(E) . Then there exists 
a such that BcE and . bounded there. Also E ES for an is X 
' a 
some s Now choose y such that y > s and y :::. a . Then . -
x E E and BcE Also B E B(Ey) . the topology induced 
' 
since y y 
by E on E is the original topology T on E a y a a a 
Now let w E N(F) Then the existence of (f!Ey) '(x) . • gives 
the existence of 8 > 0 such that f(x+th) - f(x) - u1 .th E tW , 
whenever It! < 8 and h EB. That is, f'(x) = u1 . Thus 
l f E DF(U, F) and the proposition is true for k = l. 
Now suppose the proposition is true for some k. Let 
f!Ea E v}+1 (u n Ea, F) , for each a, and x EU. We define a map 
uk+l : E + Lk(E, F) as follows. First let y1 , ... , yk EE. Then 
where a is chosen so that x, y1 , ... , yk' y E Ea 
2 
First we have to show is well-defined , Thus 
suppose x, y1 , ... , yk, y E ES. Choose y such that y ~ a and 
Y ~ S . Then 
(fl Ea) (k+l) (x) ·Y1 ... yk.y = (f!Ey) (k+l) (x) ·Y1 ... yk.y 
= (f!ES)(k+l)(x).yl .. • yk .y . 
We show uk+i·Yi ... yk is linear . For let y, z EE and 
s, t ER . Choose a such that x, y1 , . • . , yk' y, z E Ea. Then 
. . . yk. (sy+tz) 
- s . (f I Ea) ( k + 1 ) ( X) • y 1 • • • y k . y + t . (f i Ea) ( k + 1 ) ( X) n y 1 • . y k . z 
We show is continuous . For this it suffices to 
show uk+i ·Yi ... YklEa is continuous, for each a . Given a, 
choose S such that S ~ a and x, y1 , •.. , yk E ES 0 Then 
I ( I ) (k+l) uk+i·Yi ... Yk ES= f ES (x).y1 .•. yk , wh i ch is continuous 
from ES into F. 
Thus we have proved that for each y1 ; ..• , yk EE, 
Next, for each y 1 , ... , yk-l EE, we define a map 
by a similar argument as before, is linear. 
Also is continuous. For this it suffices to 
show uk+i·Yi ... yk_1 1Ea is continuous, for each a. Let (B, W) 
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be a 0-neighbourhood in L (E, F) . Given Cl , choose s > Cl such 
-
that X' Y1' ... ' yk E ES and B c Es • Now 
(f I Es) ( k + l ) ( X) • y l . continuous from ES into L (ES ' F~ ••• yk-1 lS . 
Hence there exists VE N(ES) such that 
E W , 
whenever y EV and h EB. Thus uk+1 .y1 ••• yk_1 1Es is continuous. 
Similarly, we define in turn and 
Each is a continuous linear mappingc In particular, -lS 
a continuous linear mapping from E into Lk(E, F) • 
Now we show - f(k+l) ( ) Uk+l X • Let be a 
0-neighbourhood in Lk(E, F) and BE B(E) • Choose a such that 
( I ) (k+ l) f Ea (x) , there exists cS > 0 such that 
(flECl)(k)(x+th).hl ••• hk - (flEa)(k)(x).hl Ceo hk 
- (f1Ea)(k+l)(x).th.h1 ... hk E tW, 
whenever h EB, h1 E B1 , ... , hk E Bk and ltl S cS • Thus, by the 
inductive hypothesis, 
f (k) (x+th). h
1 ... 
whenever h EB, h1 E B1 , . .. , hk E Bk and ltl S cS • Thus 
exists and f(k+l) (x) = Thus II 
CHAPTER 2 
PRECOMPACT AND STRONGLY CONTINUOUS MAPPINGS 
§12 . Introduction . This chapter is concerned with the 
connections between differentiable mappings, their derivatives and 
the properties: strong continuity and collective precompactness. 
Typical problems in which we are interested are the following: 
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Suppose a differentiable map f is strongly continuous. What can we 
say about the derivatives f'(x) , at each x, or the derivative 
f' ? If f' is precompact, does f inherit this property? 
In this chapter, we will have occasion to use the weak topology 
on a topological linear space. Of course, it may happen that this 
topology is non-Hausdorff (in fact, trivial; e og. In 
some results, it is essential that the weak topology be Hausdorff and 
so we have specified that the appropriate space be separated by its 
dual (e.g. 14.2). In the others, where it does not matter even if the 
weak topology is trivial, we have made no such restriction. However , 
the results may not have very much meaning in spaces with a non-
Hausdorff weak topology. 
We remind the reader that a net (xa)aEA in a topological 
linear space is bounded if the set {x} is bounded. a aEA 
will denote a subnet of (xa)aEA · 
Most of the results in this chapter will appear in Lloyd [2]. 
§13. Strong continuity . In this section, we will i nvestigate 
the connection between strong continuity and differentiability. As a 
bonus for working in topological linear spaces, instead of normed 
spaces, as is usual, we obtain some corollaries on weak continuity 
1 
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as well. 
Previous results in this direction have been obtained in normed 
spaces by Palmer [l] and Vainberg [l]. Palmer has shown that under 
certain conditions , the strong continuity of a different i able mapping 
f implies the strong continuity of the derivative f' . Vainberg 
has shown the close connections between strongly continuous and 
compact differentiable maps (Vainberg [l, pp o 14, 17, 47-50]) " 
We begin with some definitions. xa + x will denote convergence 
of the net 
the weak topology. 
to x and x ..,...x will denote convergence in 
a 
i 
A mapping f: E +F . strongly continuous if for each x E E lS 
and bounded net (xa} aEA 
. E such that ~x then ln X 
' a 
f(xa) + f(x) • 
A mapping f: E + F . strongly sequentially . i lS cont~nuous if for 
each x EE and sequence in E such that x ~ x , then 
n 
The next result gives the relationship between these wo 
concepts. 
13.lo Let f: E + F ~ where EE LCS. Then f is strongly 
continuous implies f is strongly sequentially continuous. 
Generally~ the converse does not hold. However~ if E . . ~s a sem~-
reflexive metrizah le or semireflexive strict (LF)-space~ then the 
converse does hold. 
Proof. The first part follows since a weakly convergent sequence 
in a locally convex space is bounded. The counterexample to the 
converse is as follows. Let f be the identity mapping from z1 to 
z1. Since weak and strong sequential convergence coincide in z1 
' 
This terminology is close to that of Vainberg [l] and is not to be 
confused with the idea of linear mappings being continuous for the 
strong topology. 
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f is strongly sequentially continuous. But f is not strongly 
continuous. For let D be a weak 0-neighbourhood base for zl 
' 
directed by U ~ V, if Uc V. For each U ED, define XU to 
. be an element in U such that 1/2 S Jlxull 1 < 1 . Then lS 
a bounded net which converges weakly to O , but f(xu) = xU + 0 o 
Now suppose E is a semireflexive metrizable or semireflexive 
strict (LF)-space and f is not strongly continuous. Hence there 
exists a bounded net (xa)aEA with xa ~x and a 0-neighbourhood 
u in F such that f(x) - f(x) f U, for each 
Cl 
a E A • Now 
is a weakly relatively compact subset of E and x 
a weak closure point of B. Hence, by Kothe [l, p. 313], there 
exists a sequence in B such that x ~ x . 
n 
But then 
. 
lS 
f(x) + f(x) , and so f is not strongly sequentially continuous. // 
n 
The results of this chapter about strong continuity also hold, 
with almost exactly the same proofs, for strong sequential continuity 
(except for a slight modification of 13.5 (i) and l4 ol, where the 
hypothesis ' "bounded sets are weakly relatively compact" should be 
replaced by "bounded sets are weakly relatively sequentially compact"). 
The same holds for the "sequential" versions of the other types o-f 
continuity which we will define. Strong sequential continuity is 
the generalisation _to topological linear spaces of what Vainberg [l, 
p. 10] and others call strong continuity in normed spaces. 
- A mapping f: E + F is weakly continuous if for each x EE 
and bo'unded net 
f (x ) ~ f(x) . 
Cl 
in E such that x ~ x , then 
Cl 
In the next two definitions, f E + F is Gateaux differentiable. 
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The . f' E + L(E, F) . jointly strongly continuous if mapping is 
for each x E E , y E E and bounded nets (xc) a.EA ' (ya) a.EA 
. in 
E such that X ~x and y ~ y , then f ' (xa)·Ya + f'(x).y . in a a 
F . 
The . f' E + L(E, F) . jointly weakly continuous, if mapping is 
for each X E E ' E E and bounded nets (xa) a.EA ' (ya) a.EA 
. E y in 
such that ~x and y ~ y , then f' (xa) ·Ya~ f' (x).y . F . X in a CY.. 
The most obvious question concerning strong continuity is: What 
does the strong continuity of f imply about its derivatives? 
13 . 2. Let f: E + F be Frechet differentiable at x EE. If 
f is strongly continuous~ then f'(x) : E + F is strongly 
continuous. 
Proof. Let x0 E E and (x<Y..) <Y..EA be a bounded net in E such 
that X ~X Suppose u· E N(F) • Choose VE N(F) such that 
a o • 
V + V + V C u . Suppose {xa} aEA u {xo} = B E B(E) • 
Since f is Frechet differentiable at X , there exists o > 0 
such that f(x+oh) - f(x) - f' (x). oh E o V , whenever h E B . Further , 
X + ox ~x + oxo • Hence f(x+ox<Y..) + f(x+oxo) , and so there exists a 
SE A such that f(x+oxa) - f(x+ox 0} E oV, whenever a~ S. 
Now 
E oV + oV + oV c oU, whenever a~ S • 
That is, f' (x) .xa - f' (x) .x0 E U , whenever a ~ S . Thus f' (x) 
is strongly continuous. // 
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We would l i ke to know t he connection between the strong con inuity 
of f and the j oint strong continuity of f ' It turns out that 
under a un i for m di f ferent i ability condition on f , they are equivalent e 
13 03. Le t f: E ~ F be Gateaux differentiabie ~ where FE LCS. 
Then f' E + LCE, F) is j oin tiy s trongly continuous implies f is 
strongly continuous . If f is uniformly differentiable on bounded 
suhsets o f E ~ the converse ho lq,s . 
Proof o Let xa _,.x, where x E E and (xa)aEA is a bounded 
net i n E . Let p be a continuous s emi norm on F . For each 
a EA , t here exi sts sa E Co, 1) such t hat 
Thus p[f(xa) -fCx)] + 0 and f is strongly continuouso 
Conversely, suppose f is unifor mly differentiable on bounded 
subsets of E and f is strongly continuous. Le t (xa) a EA , 
(ya) aEA be bounded nets in E with x a ~ x and y ~ y • a Let 
U E NCF) ctnd choose V E NCF) such that V + V + V + V c U . 
Suppose {ya} a.EA u {y} = B1 E BCE) and {xa} a.EA u {x} = B2 E BCE) • 
Now s i nce f is uniformly diff erentiable on B2 , . there exists 
8 > 0 such t hat fCx+oh) - f(x ) - f' (x ) oh E 8V , whenever h E B1 
and x E B2 • Further, 
Thus 
and f(x +8y) + fCx+8y) . 
a a 
f' (xa). 8ya - f'Cx).8y = [f ' (xa). oya+f(x a) - f(xa cSya)J 
+ [fCx+oy)-f(x)-f'(x) . oy] + [f( x )-f(x a)] + [f(xa+8ya}-fCx+8y)] 
E oV + 8V + 8V + 8V c 8U eventually. 
Thus f' (x a) . ya + f' (x). y , and so f ' is jointly strongly 
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continuous. // 
13 . 4. Let f: E + F be Gateav.::c differentiable. Then 
f' : E + L(E, F) is jointly weakly continuous implies f is weakly 
continuous . If f is uriiformly differentiable on bourided subsets of 
E., the converse holds. 
Proof . It suffices to remark that f will remain Gateaux 
differentiable and uniformly differentiable on bounded sets, if F 
is given the weak topology . Further, f' : E + L(E, F) is jointly 
weakly continuous if and only if f' is jointly strongly continuous, 
when F has the weak topology . Thus the result follows from 13.3, 
keeping in mind our previous comment that the mean value theorem 
(6.3) can be applied in non-Hausdorff locally convex spaces. // 
Next we examine the ·relationship between the strong continuity 
and joint strong continuity of f' . 
13.5 . Let f: E + F be Gateav.::c differentiabl~ . 
(i) If bounded subsets of E are weakly relatively compact., 
f' : E + L(E, F) is jointly strongly continuous implies f' 
strongly continuous . 
. 
'Z, s 
(ii) If f'(x) : E + F is strongly continuous., for each x EE., 
f' is strongly continuous implies f' is jointly strongly 
continuous . 
Proof . (i) Suppose the conditions of the theorem hold, but f' 
is not strongly continuous. Hence there exists a bounded net 
(x a) a.EA in E such that x a ~ x , say, but f' (x a) + f' (x) . Thus 
there exists a 0-neighbourhood (B, V) in L(E, F) and a subnet 
of such that 
a EA . Thus there exis ts a net 
f' (x') - f' (x) f (B, V) , for each 
a 
(h 1 in B such that a.J a.EA 
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f' (x') . h - f' (x). h f V , for each a E A • 
a a a 
Now choose U E N(F) such that U u CV Since B 1s 
relatively weakly compact, (h) has a weakly convergent subne 
a a.EA 
(h ' ) with y yEf h
, j. h y , say. Let (x~)yEf be the corresponding net 
of x's . Since f' is jointly strongly continuous, 
f'(x") h' +f'(x) hand f'(x).h' +f' (x)~h. Hence, for a y • y . y 
sufficiently large y, we have 
f' (x") .h ' - f' (x) h' y y . y = [f' (x" ) h' -f' (x) h] + [f 1 (x) . h-f 1 (x) . h~--1 y • y • I 
E U + U c V • 
Thus we have a contradiction, and so f ' must be strongly continuous. 
(ii) Let ( ) d xa a.EA an (y ) be bounded nets in E with a a.EA 
x _) x and y ~y , say . Let U E N(F) and choose VE N(F) such 
a a 
that V + V c U • Suppose {ya} a.EA = B E B(E) • Since f' . lS 
strongly continuous and f'(x) is strongly continuous , 
f' (xa) - f' (x) E (B, V) eventually and f' (x) ·Ya - f' (x) . y E V 
eventually . 
Thus 
E V + V c U eventually . 
Thus f' is jointly strongly continuous . // 
13 . 6 . Let f: E + F be Gateaux differentiable. Then f' 
strongly continuous implies f' i s jointly weakly continuous . 
Proof. Give F the weak topology c The result then follows 
from 13.5 (ii). 
. 
-is 
Finally , we present three results which are obtained by comb i n i ng 
results of this section. 13.8 was proved for strong sequential 
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continuity in normed spaces by Palmer [l, p. 442]. 
13 . 7. Let f: E + F be Gateaux differentiable, where FE LCS. 
If f' bS strongly continuous and f' (x) is strongly continuous , 
for each x EE, then f is strongly continuous e 
13. 8. Let f : E + F be uniformly differentiable on bounded 
subsets of E , where bounded subsets of E are weakly relative ly 
compact. Then f is strongly continuous implies f' is strongly 
continuous. 
13 . 9. Let f : E + F be uniformly differentiable on bounded 
subsets of E, where bounded subsets of E are weakly relatively 
compact and F E LCS . Then f is strongly continuous if and only 
if f' is strongly continuous and f'(x) is strongly continuous, 
for each x E E • 
§1 4. Collective precompactness o Collective compactness has been 
studied intensively in recent years, partly because of its intrinsic 
interest as a generalisation of compactness for a single map, and 
partly because of its applications . The concept was introduced by 
Anselone and Moore [l] in connection with the approx i ma e solution of 
integral equations. Various properties of collectively compact maps 
have been studied by Anselone [l], [2], Anselone and Palmer [l], 
[2], Daniel [l] and Moore [l]. Vainberg [l] has studied the compac -
ness of a single mapping. 
We wish to study such mappings in topological linear spaces a I 
turns out to be more convenient to consider collectively precompact 
mappings, instead of collectively compact mappings . If the range space 
F is a Banach space , or more generally, a quasi-complete topologica 
linear space, the two concepts coincide. F will denote a family of 
mappings from E into F. 
The family F is (Frechet) equidifferentiable at x EE~ if 
each f E F is Frechet differentiable at x and given BE B(E) 
and U E N(F) , the o > O (in the definition of Frechet 
differentiability) can be chosen independently of f E F . 
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The family F is equidifferentiable if it is equidifferentiable 
at each x EE. 
The family F is uniformly equidifferentiab le on w c E, if each 
f E F is uniformly differentiable on w and given BE B(E ) and 
U E N(F) , the o > 0 (in the definit ion of uniform differentiability) 
can be chosen independently of f E F. 
Let K be a subset of a topological linear space E. Then K 
is precompact if for each U E N(E) , there exist ... , a E K n 
(equivalently: E ) such that 
n 
KC u 
i=l 
(a.+u) . 
'l, 
If Ac E and 
B c E, we say A is a U-net for B if for each b EB, there 
exists a EA such that b-a EU . In this language , Kc E is 
precompact if and only if fo~1 each U E N(E) , K has a finite 
U-net if and only if for each U E N(E) , K pas a precompact 
U-net . 
1 
The family F is collectively precompact, if for each 
BE B(E) , U f(B) is a precompact subset of F. 
fEF 
In the next definition, we suppose that each 
differentiable. The family F' is defined by 
f E F A is Gateaux 
1 
a 
F' = {f' : E-+ L(E, F) If E F} . 
• 
The family F' is collectively jointly precompact if given 
. 
B1 E B(E) and B2 E B(E) ' U f' (B1 ) .B2 is a precompact fEF 
subset of F . 
Usually a precompact (linear) map is a map for which there exists 
0-neighbourhood having a precompact image. 
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F is weakly equicontinuous if for each x EE and bounded net 
(xa)aEA such that xa ....::..x, then f(xa) ...::,..f(x) , un iformly over 
f E F . 
The phrase "f (xa) ~ f(x) , uniformly over f E F11 . is to mean, 
g . u E F' iven and s > 0 , there exists SE A such that 
l<f(xa)-f(x),u>I <s ,whenever a~S and fEF. 
First we examine the connection between strong continuity and 
precompactness. A single mapping f: E + F is precompact, if {f} 
is collectively precompact. 
14 . 1. Let f: E + F ~ where bounded subsets of E are weakly 
relatively compact. 
pre compact. 
Then f is strongly continuous implies f 
Proof . Suppose f is not precompact. Hence there exists 
BE B(E) such that f(B) is not precompact in F Hence there 
exists U E N(F) and a sequence (x) in B such that 
n nEN 
f(xn) - f(xm) f U , for n # m. Since B is relatively weakly 
compact, (x) has a weakly convergent subnet fx') with 
n nEN l y yEf 
. 
1,,S 
x~ _).x, say. However, f(x~) + f(x) , and so f is not strongly 
continuous. II 
The "sequential" version of 14.1 in normed spaces is known 
(Vainberg [l, p. 14]). The identity mapping from l 1 into l 1 · is 
an example of a strongly sequentially continuous mapping which is not 
precompact. We couldn't find a strongly continuous mapping, which is 
not precompact. The norm on any infinite dimensional normed space is 
an example of a precompact mapping which is not weakly continuous. 
14.2. Let f: E + F ~ where F is quasi-complete and sep~ated 
by its dual. If f is weakly continuous arid precompact~ then f . 1,,S 
strongly continuous. 
Proof . Let x EE and (x ) be a bounded net in E such 
a aEA 
that X ~ X • 
a 
Thus f (xa) _J f(x) Now , since f . is precompact 
and bounded, closed subsets of F are complete, { f (xa)} aEA 
f (xa) -+ f(x) , contained in a compact subset of F • Thus 
the (Hausdorff) weak topology and the original topology of F 
coincide on compact sets (Kelley [l, p. 141]). // 
. 
lS 
. 
since 
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The next result is Schauder's approximation theorem, generalised 
to collectively precompact mappings between topological linear 
spaces. We need a lemma first. 
14.3 (Nagumo [l, p. 500]). Let EE LCS and K be a precom-
pact subset of E. Then, for each U E N(E), there exists a 
finite dimensional subspace E of E a:nd a continuous map m 
S : K-+ E such that 
m 
(i) S(x) - x EU, for each x EK and 
(ii) S(K) is a bounded subset of E 
m • 
14 ~4. Suppose FE LCS. Then F is collectively precompact 
if and only if for each BE B(E) and each U E N(F), there exists 
a family F* = {f* If E F} of maps from B into F such that 
(i) f*(x) - f(x) E U , for each f E F a:nd x E B and 
(ii) U f*(B) is a bounded subset of a finite dimensional 
fEF 
subspace F of F • 
m 
Proof . Let BE B(E) and U E N(F) Suppose F* is the family 
satisfying (i) and (ii). Thus U f*(B) is a precompact subset of 
fEF 
F. Hence by (i), U f(B) is also precompact. 
fEF 
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Conversely, let BE B(E ) . Then K = u f(B) is a pre compact 
fEF 
subset of F. Then, . u E N(F) , let s be the map from K given 
into F 
' 
as in 14.3. Define f* : B + F by f* - S 0 (f lB) , for 
m m 
each f E F . Let x E B • Then f* (x) - f(x) :: S (f(x) ) - f(x) E U • 
Finally, U f*(B) = 
fEF 
S(K) c F . 
m II 
Note that in 14.4 if each f E F is continuous, then since S 
is continuous, each f* E F* is conti nuous . However, the converse 
is not true. That is, each f* is continuous does not imply each 
f E F is continuous. We give an example . 
Let E = R(N) , but given the weak topology, and let F = R(N) . 
Let f: E + F be the identity mapping . Certainly f is not 
continuous. However, bounded subsets of are finite 
dimensional and so f is continuous on bounded sets. 
Then, for each BE B(E) and U E N(F) , if we put f* = flB, 
f* is continuous and satisfies the conditions (i) and (ii) in 14 . 4. 
However , if E is a k-space, or more generally a space in 
which to prove a mapping f from E into another space is 
continuous, it suffices to show the restriction of f to each 
bounded subset of E is continuous, then the converse holds. 
For let E be such a space. Let f E F, x EE and (xa; a EA 
be a bounded net in E such that xa + x. Let VE N(F) and 
choose U E N(F) such that u + u + Uc V Choose S E A such 
that a ::': S implies f* (xa) - f* (x) E u , where f* is the 
continuous mapping from B = {xa } aEA u {x} into F such that 
f* (y) - f(y) E U , for each y E B • Then , for a::': s , we have 
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+ [f*(x)-f(x)] EU+ UT U c V. 
Thus f is continuous. 
It is well known that the compactness of f' implies f i s 
weakly sequentially continuous (Vainberg [l, p. 47]). The next 
result extends this to collections of mappings. 
14o 5e Let F be a family of Gateau.x differentiable maps from 
E into F. Then F' is collectively precompact implies F . i-s 
weakly equicontinuous. 
Proof. Suppose the conditions of the theorem hold, but F . lS 
not weakly equicont i nuous . Thus there is a bounded net 0 ln 
E with X ~ X but 
a ' 
f(xa ) -pf(x) , uniformly over f E F " Hence 
there exists u E F' , s > 0 , a subnet (x' ) and a net a a.EA 
. in 
a E A • 
F such that I <f (x') -f (x) , u > I > s , for each a a a 
By the mean value theorem, for each a EA , there exists 
sa E (0, 1) such that 
Put za = f~(x+sa(x~-x)) , for each a EA o Since u is cont i nuous, 
there exists U E N(F) such that I <y, u>I S c/2 , whenever y EU . 
Let B denote the circled cover of {xa}aEA - x. Then 
BE B(E) . Now, since F' is collectively precompact, U f'(x+B) 
fEF 
is a precompact subset of F. Thus (z ) has a Cauchy subnet 
a a.EA 
(z~)AEA, small of order (B, U) . Choose any z~ , fix it and 
denote it by z . Thus, if (x~)'El\. is the subnet of (x' ) 
I\ I\ a a.EA 
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corresponding to (z~)AEA, we have <z(x~-x) , u> + 0 . 
Thus, for a sufficiently large A , we have 
I <fA (x>)-fA (x), u> I = I <z~ (x~-x), u> I 
< I < (z ~ -z) (x~ -x) , u > I + I <z (x~ -x) , u > I 
< s / 2 + s/2 = s. 
Thus we have a contradiction, and so F must be weakly equicontinuous . // 
We now extend a result of Moore [l, p o 66] to topological linear 
spaces. 
14.60 Let F be equidifferentiahle at X E E • Then F . -is 
collectively precompact implies {f' (x)} fEF is collectively 
pre compact. 
Proof o Let BE B(E) and U E N(F) . Since F is 
equidifferentiable at x EE, there exists o > 0 such that 
• (1/o)[f(x+oh)-f(x)] - f'(x).h EU , whenever h EB and f E F . 
Now (1/o) U [f(x+oB)-f(x)] 
fEF 
. . is precompact, since F . lS 
collectively precompact and so U f'(x) . B is also precompact . // 
fEF 
Next we examine the connection between the collective 
precompactness of F' and the collective joint precompactness of 
F' . 
14 G7G Suppose each f E F is Gateaux differentiable. Then F' 
is collectively precompact and f'· (x) is precorrrpact., for each 
f E F and x EE., implies that F' is collectively jointly 
pre compact. 
Proof . Let B1 E B(E) , B2 E B(E) and U E N(F) • Choose 
V E N(F) such that V + V c U . Now U f' (B1) fEF 
. is a precompact 
subset of L(E, F) • Hence there exists a finite set 
n 
u 
i=l 
such that 
[f~ (x.) + (B 2 , v)] :=) U f' (B1) • b b fEF 
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For each i = 1, . . . , n , f'. (x.) .B2 b b is a precompact subset of 
F. Hence there exists a finite set {y } n m in B such ij i-1 j =l 2 
that, for each . b ' 
m 
u 
j=l 
[f '. ( X , ) • y , , + VJ :=) f ~ ( X , ) o B o 
b b bJ b b 2 
We show the 
finite set {f ~ (x .) .y . . } .nl .m b b bJ b= J=l is a U-net for U f' (B1). B2 n fEF 
Suppose f'(x).y E U f' (B1).B2 . fEF 
f ' (x) - f ~ (x.) E (B 2 , v) . b b Then choose 
f'(x).y - f~(x.) . y .. 
b b bJ 
First choose . b such that 
. 
J such that 
= r+''(x).y-f'.(x.).y] + [r~(x.).y-f~ (x.).y .. l EV ~ b b b b b b bj-J vcu. 
Thus U f' (B1) .B2 is precompact. // fEF 
We would like to find some conditions under which F . lS 
collectively precompact . However, as an example in §15 will show, 
F' collectively jointly precompact does not imply this, nor does the 
stronger condition of F' collectively precompact and {f'(x)}fEF 
collectively precompact, for each x EE. However, in case F 
consists of only finitely many maps, the first condition is 
sufficient . 
14. 8. Suppose F is a finite family of Gateaux differentiahle 
maps and FE LCS. Then F' is collectively jointly precorrrpact 
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implies F is aolleatively preaompaat. 
Proof . Obviously, it suffices to consider only the case when F 
consists of a single map f, say. Let BE B(E) . If x EB, 
then by the mean value theorem, 
f ( x) - f ( o ) E er { f' ( i;x) . x I; E [O, l]} . 
Let B1 denote the circled cover of . B. Then Cf(f' (B1).B) . is 
. f' precompact, since is jointly precompact . Thus, since 
f(B) c cr(f' (B1) .B) + f(O) , f(B) is precom~act. II 
Finally, we examine the converse to 14.8 . 
14.9. Suppose F is uniformly equidifferentiable on bounded 
subsets of E . Then F is aolleatively preaompaat implies F' . 1.-S 
aolleatively jointly preaompaat. 
Proof. Let B1 E B(E) , B2 E B(E) and U E N(F) • Now F 
. is 
uniformly equidifferentiable on B1 . Thus there exists 8 > 0 such 
that (ll8)[f(x+8h)-f(x)] - f'(x).h EU, whertever h E B2 , x E B1 
. . is precompact, since 
F is collectively precompact. Hence U f' (B1).B2 is also fEF 
precompact. II 
§15 . . Some examples. The purpose of this section is to present 
some examples related to the results of §§13 and 14. For convenience, 
we define the following mappings: 
(a) f: l 2 + R, where f(x) = (x, x) . f . .,. is Frechet 
differentiable and f' (x) l2 + R is defined by f'(x).y = 2 (x, y) • 
(b) For each n E N we define gn . R + R by 
' 
. 
g (x) = sin nx 
n 
, for each X E R • 
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(c) h h . is 
Frechet differentiable and h' (x) : Z2 + Z2 is defi ned by 
h' (x) .y - 2 (x y ) 
n n nEN ' 
(d) 1/J R+ R, where 1/J(x) = 2 sin( 1/x) (x i= O) and . X . 
' 
1/J(O) = 0 . Then 1jJ' (x) = 2x sin(l/x) - cos(l/x) 
' 
(x i= O) and 
1/J'(O) = 0 . 
Ce) R + R , where (f)(X) = 2 sin (l / j:2 ) (x i= O) and (f) . X . 
' 
(f)(O) = 0 . Then (f)' (x) = 2x sin (1/ x 2) - ( 2 / x) cos (1 / x 2) (x i= O) 
' 
and (f)'(o) = 0 • 
( f) TI . z2 + z2 where TI(x) = X for each x E z2 . 
' ' 
• 
(g) For each n E N , we define µn . R + R , where µ (x) = n . n 
for each X E R • 
Then we have: 
(i) The converse of 13 . 2 does not hold, . since h I (X) . is 
strongly continuous, for each x E z2 , but h i s not strongly 
continuous (see (vi), 14.1 and 14.2) e 
(ii) We cannot drop the assumption of uniform differenti ability 
on bounded sets in 13.3 and 13 . 4, since the map 1/J is strongly 
cont i nuous, but 1/) 1 is not jointly strongly continuous . 1/J is also 
weakly continuous, but 1/J' is not jointly weakly con inuous o 
(iii) The condition: f'(x) is strongly continuous, for each 
x EE is needed in 13.5 (ii), since the map TI' is strongly 
continuous, but TI 1 is not jointly strongly continuous. 
(iv) The converse of 14.5 does not hold, since (f) is weakly 
continuous, but (f) 1 . is not precompact . 
(v) The converse of 14.6 does not hold , since h ' (x) . is 
f h XE ~2 , but precompact, or eac  h . is not precompact This 
' 
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example is due to Yamamuro [l, p . 131] and Bonic [l, p. 392] c 
(vi) In 14.9, the assumption that F be uniformZy equidiff-
erentiable on bounded sets cannot be omitted, since ~ is precompact , 
but ~, is not jointly precompact . 
(vii) The map f is precompact and uniformly differentiable on 
1 2 , but f I • t t & is no precompac . 
(vii i ) The condition that f'(x) be precompact, for each 
x EE and f E F , cannot be dropped in 14 ®7 since n ' is precompact, 
but not jointly precompact . 
(ix) The collection F' - {µ~}nEN is collectively precompact 
and {µ~(x)}nEN is collectively precompact, for each x E R, but 
F - {µ} is not collectively precompact . Thus 14. 8 does not hold 
- n nEN 
for infini te F • 
(x) The assumption of equidifferentiab ility cannot be omitted 
from 14.6, since the collection {g} is collectively precompact, 
n nEN 
but {g~(O)}nEN is not collectively precompact c 
§16 0 Local collective precompactness o As was stated in §15, the 
mapping h z2 + z2 defined by h(x) = (x~) nEN has the property 
that h' (x) is precompact for each 2 x E 7,, , but h is not 
precompact . On the other hand, if a mappi ng f . is precompact, so is 
its derivative f'(x) , at a point x (14.6). This leads us to look 
for a property of f wh,ich is equivalent to the pre compactness of 
f'(x) , at some point x . Obviously, such a property will have to 
concern only the local behaviour of f near x. 
Let F = {fa}aEA be a · family of maps from E into F. We say 
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F is locally collectively precompact at x EE , if given BE B(E ) 
and U E N(F) , there exists cS > 0 such that 
precompact tU-net, whenever ltl S cS o 
U f (x tB) 
aEA a 
has a 
Obviously, a collectively precompact family f is locally 
collectively precompact at each x EE o 
Let F - {f} and G - {g} be two families of maps from a aEA - a aEA 
E into F . We say F and G are taJ1,gent at x, if given 
BE B(E) and U E N(F) , there exists cS > 0 such tha t 
fa(x+th) - ga(x+th) E tU , whenever ltl < cS ' 
- ' 
h E B and a E A • 
Before we can prove the main resul t (16 ~3), we need to prove two 
lemmas . 
If each f E F is linear, then 
Cl 
F is collectively 
precompact if and only if F is locally collectively precompact at 
some x E E • 
Proof. It suffices to prove t he sufficiency of the condition. 
Fi rst ·put B = {o} . Then for each 
has a precompact U-net . Thus · H 
and U E N (F) • Bence there exists 
has a precompact cSU-net, K . 
U E N(F) , 
. is precompact . 
u 
aEA 
{f (x) } = H 
Cl . 
Now let 
cS > 0 such t hat u 
aEA 
We show U fa(B) has (1/o )(K-H) as a precompact U-net o 
aEA 
Choose f (h) E 
Cl 
f (x+cSh) - y E cSU. Thus 
Cl 
using the linearity of fa o 
Then there exists y E K such that 
Hence U fa(B) is precompact o 
aEA 
II 
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16 o2o If F and G are tangent at x EE and F is locally 
collectively precompact at x ~ then G is locally collectively 
precompact at x . 
Proof o Let BE B(E) and U E N( F) o Choose VE N(F) such 
that V + V c U. Then there exis ts 6 > 0 such that ltl S 6 
implies 
(i) U fa(x+tB) has a precompact tV-net , K and 
aEA 
(ii) fa(x+th) - ga(x+th) E tV, whenever h EB and a EA . 
Let h EB and a EA . Then there exists y EK such that 
fa(x+th) - y E tV. Then 
Thus K is a precompact tU-net for U ga(x+tB) , and so G 
aEA 
locally collectively precompact at x o II 
. 
lS 
16o3 o Suppose F = {fa}aEA is equidifferentio.ble at x EE. 
Then F is locally collectively precompact at x EE if and only 
if {f;(x)}aEA is collectively precompacte 
Proof . For each a EA , define ga: E ~ F by 
ga(y) = fa(x) + f;(x) . (y-x) . Then {f;(x)}aEA is collectively 
precompact if and only if {f~(x)}aEA is locally collectively 
precompact at O if and only if {g} is locally collectively a aEA 
precompact at x if and only if F is locally collectively 
precompact at x . II 
CHAPTER 3 
SMOOTH TOPOLOGICAL LINEAR SPACES AND 
PARTITIONS OF UNITY ON MANIFOLDS 
§ 17 o Introduct i on " This chapter consists of an investigation 
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of the smoothness properties of (real) topological linear spaces and 
is the f irs t such investigation i n non-normed spaces. The study of 
the smoothness properties of normed spaces goes back to the work of 
Banach and Mazur in 1932-33 . In his book (Banach [l]), Banach 
determined the points of smoothness of the unit ball of C(R) , where 
R is a compact metric space . In 1933, Mazur showed that the norm of 
a separable Banach space is Gateaux differentiable on a dense G0-se ' 
(Mazur [l]) . In 1940, ~mulian studied the Freche t differentiability 
of norms and gave a necessary and sufficient condition for a norm to 
be Frechet differentiable (Smulian [l]) a 
Perhaps the greatest impetus to the theory was given by Day in 
the 1950's . In Day's terminology, a normed space was smooth if its 
norm was Gateaux differentiable away from the origina In his paper 
(Day [l]), Day established many new results on smoothness and the 
dual concept of strict convexity (rotundity) . 
More recently, Restrepo [l] has shown that if E is a separable 
Banach space, then E is strongly c1-smooth if and only if E' 0 lS 
separable . (For the definitions of S-smooth and strongly S-smooth, 
see below.) His result implies that every Banach space with a 
separable dual admits c1-partitions of unity o Leach and Whitfield 
[l] improved part of Restrepo's result by showihg that if E . lS a 
Banach space such that the density character of E' is strictly 
greater than that of E , then E is not Leduc [2] 
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proved a slightly weaker result than that of Leach and Whitfi eld, but 
with a much easier proof. 
Troyanski [l] showed that every reflexive Banach space i s 
strongly Goodman [l] showed that every separable Banach 
· D1 . . f . space admits H-partitions o unity. Bonic and Frampton [l] showed 
that every separable manifold of class S modelled on an S- smooth 
Banach space admits S-partitions of unity. ~educ [l] showed that 
every pcyracompact manifold of class rf- modelled on a normed space, 
which is cf-normal and satisfies another condition (type H ), 
admits cf-partitions of unity. 
In the direction of non-normed spaces, Balis [l] showed that 
00 
every paracompact manifold of class C modelled on a metrizable 
00 
nuclear space admits C -partitions of unity o 
The first partitions of unity result on non-separable spaces was 
given by Wells [l], who proved that every Hilbert space admits 
Cl . . f . -partitions o unity. Very recently, Torunczyk [l] has announced 
the following results: 
(i) The Hilbert space Z2 (A) and the space c 0 (A) admit 
00 
C -partitions of unity (A is an arbitrary set); 
(ii) every reflexive Banach space admits c1-partitions of 
unity. 
The paper which is of most importance as far as this chapter is 
concerned is that of Bonic and Frampton [l]. They gave an abstract 
can 
framework within which oneAstudy. smoothness p~operties of normed 
spaces. We extend this general theory to topological linear spaces 
and then prove smoothness results for various important classes of 
locally convex spaces such as nuclear spaces and separable locally 
convex spaces . Finally, we apply these results to proving the 
existence of smooth partitions of unity on manifolds modelled on 
topological linear spaces . 
Throughout this chapter, TLS will denote the class of 
topological linear spaces separated by their dual o E and F will 
always belong to TLS. Some of the results of this chapter have 
appeared in Lloyd [l]. 
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§18. S-categories and s-smooth topological li near spaces v We 
begin with the definition of an S-category . This definition was 
first given in Banach spaces by Bonic and Frampton [l, p o 878]. The 
reason for the existence of S-categories is to enable one to prove 
partitions of unity results for different types of smoothness in a 
unified manner . 
An S-aategory· is a category S, whose objects are all open 
subsets of all topological linear spaces (separated by their duals). 
For any pair of objects U and V, the morph isms S(U, V) are 
mappings from U into V with the usual composition as their product n 
We suppose also that the morphisms satisfy the following conditions: 
Sl. C
00 (U, V) c S(U, V) c c0 (u, V) , for each pair of objects 
u ~d v . 
S2. If f E S(U, V) and W is an open subset of V 
containing f(U) , then f E S(U, W) . 
S3. If for each X E u 
' 
there is an open set w with 
x E wcu such that flW E S(W, V) 
' 
then f E S(U, 
S4 . If f 1 E s(u1 , v1) ~d f2 E s(u2 , v2) , then 
fl x f2 E s(ulxu2, ~x~) . 
V) . 
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The S-categories which are of interest to us are c0 , D~ , D~ 
and d< (k = 1 2 ' ... ' 00) The verification of . Sl to S4, 
' 
. axioms 
for each of these categories, lS straightforwctrd. 
18. 1 . Let E, F E TLS , s be an, S-category and f. 
-i 
E S(E, F) 
(i = 1, 2' . . . ' n) . Define f: E -+ F by f(x) = f 1 (x) + . . . + f (x) , n 
for each X E E . Then f E S(E, F) . 
Proof . f = A o (fl ·X ... X f) 0 d , where the diagonal map n 
d: E-+ If' is defined by d(x) = (x, ... , x) and A : f'l-+ F is 
defined by . . . + y • 
n 
Now d E C00 (E, Ff") , 
f1 x ... x fn E s(Ff", f'l) and A E c
00 (f'l, F) . Consequently, 
f E S(E, F) • / / 
The next (well known) result will be used many times in the 
sequel. 
18. 2. (i) Given 0 s a < ~ , there exists f E. c00 (ff, R) 
such that f ( E;,) = -1 , for IIE:11 s a , f ( E;,) > o , for IIE:11 < b , 
f( E;,) = 0 , for II E: II ~ b an,d 0 sfs 1 . 
00 (ii) Given a < s an,d s > 0 , there exists f EC (R, R) 
such that f( E;,) = 1 , for E;, E (a, S) , f ( E;,) > 0 , for 
E;, E ( a-s, S+s) , · f(E;,) = o , otherwise an,d 0 Sf S 1 . 
(iii) Given a. < s. (i = 1 2' i, •• ' n) , there exists fEC
00 (R1, 
-i -i ' 
such that f( E;,) > 0 , if E;, • E (a., s. ) (i = 1 2, •.. ' n) , where 
' (., -i -i 
E;, = (t;,.) an,d f(E;,) = 0 , otherwise. 
-i 
00 
Proof . (i) Consider ~EC (R, R) defined by 
R) 
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<P ( t) 
= O , otherwise. 
Define q, E 
00 
C (R, R} by 
b2 b2 
q, ( ~) = I (/)(t)dt I f 2 cp(t)dt' s a 
for s E R . Clearly q, ( s) = 1 for s < 2 q, ( s) = 0 , for 
' 
-
a 
' 
~ ::: b2 q,( s) > 0 , for s < b2 and 0 < q, s 1 • Then define 
' 
-
f E c00 (Rn, R) by f(F,) = ~( F,~ + •.• + F,~] 
' 
for ~ = ( s.} E Rn . 
'i 
00 (ii). Put y = (a+S)/2 . From (i), there exists <PE C (R, R) 
such that cp(s) = 1 , for s E (a-y, S-y) , cp(~) > o , for 
s E (a-s-y, S+s-y) , cp(s) = O , otherwise and Os <P s 1. Define 
00 
Ty : R + R by Ty(s) = s - y. Then Ty EC (R, R) . Now define 
f : R + R by f = <P o T y Clearly f has the required properties. 
(iii) For each . 1, 2' . (ii)' there exists 'i = ... ' n 
' 
using 
00 
ti cs) (a.' s. } f. E C ( R, R) such that > 0 
' 
if ~ E and 
'i 'i 'i 
f. Cs) = 0 , otherwise. Define f: Rn + R by 
'i 
That is, 
f =Ao (f1 x ... x fn) , where. A : Rn+ R is defined by 
. . . ~ . 
n 
f has the 
required properties. // 
Now suppose EE TLS and S is an · S-category . Then we say E 
is S-smooth if given VE O(E) and a EV, there exists 
f E S(E, R) such that f(a) > O , f::: O and {x I f(x) > O} c V. 
l 
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Co h · · 1 1 · Note that -smoot ness is Just compete regu ari ty. Thus 
H~usdor{f 0 
every/topological linear space is C -smooth . Obvi ously , 
S-smoothness is preserved under TLS-isomorphisms . 
18.3 . Let EE TLS and S be an S-category. Then t he 
following are equivalent: 
(i) E is S-smooth; 
(ii) given VE O(E) ~ there exists a continuous mapping 
f : V-+ R such that f E S(V, R) arid f( av) is not 
dense in f( V) ; 
.1 
(iii) given VE O(E) ~ there exists a non-trivi al f E S (E, R) 
with {x f(x) # o} c V; 
(iv) given V E N(E) ~ there exists a non-trivial f E S (E, R) 
with {x f(x) # o} c V . 
Proof . (i) implies (ii). Since E . lS S-smooth, there exist s 
f E S(E, R) such that f ~ O , {x f(x) > o} c V and f(a) > O , 
for some a EV. Clearly f is a continuous mapping from V i nto 
R and f E S(V, R) . Finally, f(aV) cannot be dense i n f(V ) , 
since f(a) > O and f(8V) = {o} . 
(ii) implies (iii). Let VE O(E) . Then, by (ii), t here 
exists a continuous mapping g: V-+ R such that g E S(V, R) and 
g(aV) is not dense in g(Y) . Hence there exists a EV such that 
g(a) f g(aV) . Since R is regular, there exist U, WE O(R ) s uch 
00 
that g(a) E u 
' 
g( av) C w and U n w = ¢ • Choose <p E C (R, R) 
such that <p (g(a)) # 0 and {x I <p(x) # o} c u . 
Define f : E -+ R by f( X) = <p (g ( X)) ' if X E V and f (x ) = 
otherwise. Clearly f . non-trivial and {x I f(x) # o} c V . lS 
Finally, we ·Show f E S(E, R) . . 
(a) If X E V 
' 
g E S( V ~ R) implies fjV E S(V, R) . 
(b) If X E E\V 
' 
fi(E\V) = 0 . 
II • • f non-trivial II means "non-zero f " 
0 
' 
(c) If XE av' there exists N E O(E) 
X 
and g (N n v) c W , by the continuity of g . 
X 
Thus, by axiom S3 , f E S(E, R) . 
(iii) implies (iv) . Obvious. 
such that 
Clearly 
X E N 
X 
f!N = 0 . 
X 
(iv) implies (i). Let VE O(E) and a EV. There exists 
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W E N ( E ) such that W + W c V - a By (iv)~ there exists g E S(E, R) 
such that {x I g(x) t O} c W and g(b) t O , for some b E W. 
00 
Define T E C (E, E) by T(x) = X + (b-a) . Choose 
1jJ E 00 C (R, R) such that 1jJ ~ 0 
' 
iJJ(~) > 0 ' if ~ E (a, S) , where 
0 ~ ( O'.' s) and g(b) E ( O'. ' s) and 1j}(~) = 0 ' otherwise. Put 
f=1j}o g 0 T . Clearly f ~ 0 
' 
f ( a ) = 1jJ (g ( T ( a ) ) = 1jJ (g (b)) > 0 
and f E S(E, R) . Finally, we show {x I f(x) > O} c V For let 
f ( x ) > 0 . Th us g ( T ( x ) ) E ( a , S ) , and so T ( x ) E W • That is , 
x + (b-a) E W . Hence, x - a E W + W c V - a , and so x EV. II 
There are other equivalent formulations of S-smoothness. These 
will be given later in the more general setting of manifolds (25.3). 
18. 4. Let E be a normed space and S an S.-category. Then 
E ~s S- smooth if and only if there exists a non-trivial f E S(E, R) 
with bounded support. 
Proof. The necessity is trivial. For the converse, by 18.3 it 
suffices to show, given VE N(E) , there exists a non-trivial 
f E S(E, R) with {x f(x) t o} C V. Now we are given that there 
exists a non-trivial g E S(E, R) such that A = {x I g(x) t= o} is 
bounded. Suppose sup 1/yll = K and {y I llyll < s} c V . -
yEA 
Define the mapping H E -+ E by H(x) = (Kls)x. Then 
00 
H E C (E, E) . Put f = g 0 H . Then f is non-trivial and 
f E S(E, R) . Finally, {x I f(x) t O} C v. For let f(x) t 0 
thus g (H(x)) i: 0 ; thus II (Kls )xii < K ; thus llxll ::: s ; thus 
XE V. II 
18.4 is . the original formulation of S-smoothness i n normed 
spaces given by Bonic and Frampton [l, p . 880] . 
§ 19. Strongly s-smooth spaces o 
seminorm on a linear space . E, then 
Suppose EE LCS and S . is an 
Remember that i f p . lS a 
N = {x E E I p(x ) = o} o p 
S-category • We say E is 
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strongly S-smooth if there exists a collecti on P(E) of continuous 
seminorms on E, which generate the topology on E and s atisfy 
p E s(E\N , R) , for each p E P(E) • p 
19.lo - Let EELCS and S bean S-category . If Eis 
strongly S-smooth, .then . E 1,;s S-smooth ~ 
Proof. To show E . lS S-smooth, we use 18.3. Let V E N(E) • 
Then there exist continuous seminorms and s > 0 such 
that {x EE I sup p.(x)::: s}c V and 
. l 'Z, 
p . E S (E\ N , R) , f or 
'l, pi 1,;= ' ••• ,n 
each . 'l, = 1, . . . ' n . Now choose <P: R-+R such that 
00 
q> EC (R, R) , q> = l in some open 0-neighbourhood U and 
{t I q>(t) i: O} c [-s, s] . Pick a and S such that 
0 <a< l < S. Then choose ~: Rn-+ R such that ~ E c00 (Rn, R) , 
. . . ' t ) > 0 n if t. E (a, S) 'l, 
otherwise. Define f E-+ R by 
••• 
( i = .1, 2' CO o ' n) 
X [<P o p J ) o d , 
n-
where d is the diagonal mapping d E-+ Ff7' defi ned by 
d(x) = (x, ••• , x) • 
and ~ = 0 ' 
First we show f E S(E, R) . Let i E {1, 2, ... , n } . We 
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show tp o p. E S(E, R) . 
1,; 
Let Then there are two cases: 
(i) 
Then (tp o p.)l(E\N ) E S(E\N , R) , since 
1,; pi pi 
00 
and tp EC (R, R) . 
(ii) x 0 EN • P· 1,; 
Put -1 W = p. ( U) • 
1,; 
Then WE O(E) and x 0 E W . Clearly 
(tp o P.) I w = 1 . 
1,; 
Thus, by axiom S3, 
d E C 
00 (E , Bf) and s 
trivial, since f(O) = 
. 
lS 
tp o p. E S(E, R) • 
1,; 
an S-category, 
1J;(l, ••• ' 1) > 0 • 
{x E El f(x) "# 0} c V • For suppose f(x) 
Then, since 
f E S(E, R) 0 
Finally, 
-t 0 < Hence 
(tp p.) (x) 0 
1,; 
E ( a, S) and so (tp o p .) (x) ;f; 
1,; 
0 , for each 
p.(x) E [-s, s] , for each 
1,; 
. 
1,; 0 Thus x E V • II 
f . lS 
. 
1,; • 
non-
Thus 
19.1 provides a very convenient and commonly used method of 
proving a particular space (or class of spaces) is smooth. We 
merely have to find a family of smooth seminorms which generate the 
topology. 
A natural question to ask is whether every S-smooth space is 
strongly S-smooth. The answer seems to be unknown , although some 
partial answers are known for the S-category ·J<. 
19 . 3 (Leduc [l, p. 12-04]). Let E be a Bariach space. If 
there exists a non-trivial f E rf (E, R) having bounded support., 
then the gauge of one of the bounded circled 0-neighbourhoods is 
of class d< in the c o m p le m e n t of t fi e or, Lj <. n . 
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Of course , since ~he 0-ne i ghbourhood may not be convex, he 
gauge may not be a norm. 
19o4 (Le ach and Whitfield [ l , p e 2 5], Rest repo [l, p. 13]c 
If E is a separable Banaah spaae and E . 1.,,8 1 DP-smooth., then E 
strongly 1 C -smooth. 
Proof o Since E is separabl e and 1 DP-smooth, by the result o 
. is 
Leach and Whi field, E' is separable . Bu Restrepo has shown that 
if E' is separable, then E is strongly 1 C -smooth. II 
We have a further smoothness criterion for me rizable locally 
convex spaceso Let E be a metrizable locally convex space and let 
its topology be generated by the increasing sys em p 1 < p 2 :::: 0 c o of 
seminormse Then the topology on E is also given by the (F - norm 
oo p (x) 
P(x) = \' 1 n The translation invariant metric p given l n 1 +p (x) • 
n =l 2 n 
by p(x, y) = p(x-y) , also defines the topology on E 
p. 205]). 
Kothe [l, 
19o5o Let S be an. S-aategory. With the ah~ve notati~n., 
p E S(E {o}, R) if and only if p E S (ExE ~E' R) ., where 
~E = {(x, x) I x E E} • If either of these conditions hoZ.ds., then 
E . '2.,8 S-smooth . 
Proofo Suppose first that p E S(E\{o}, R) • Then, since 
p(x, y) = p(x-y) , we have p =po A , where A E XE E 0 lS 
defined by A(x, y) = x - y o Now A E C00 (ExE ~E' E {O} , and so 
Conversely suppose 
p(x) = p(x, 0) , for each x E·E. Hence p =po B, where 
B : E Ex E is defined by B(x) = (x, 0) . Now 
Now 
7 
BE C
00 (E\{o} , EXE\6E) and so p E S(E {o}, R) o 
Now let VE N(E) • Then there exists s > 0 such that 
00 {x EE I p(x) < s} c V . Choose iµ EC CR , R) such tha iµ( t ) = 1 ' 
for I ti < sl2 and iµ( t) = 0 for !ti ::: s r, Put f = iµ 0 p • 
' 
Then, f . non-trivial, since f ( 0 ) - 1+J (p ( 0 ) ) = iµ(O) 1 Also lS = . 
f E S(E, R) by a similar argument as in the proof of 19,. l o Fi nally, 
{x I f(x) # o} c V . For suppose f(x) # 0 • Thus p(x) < s and so 
XE V . II 
§20. The kernel theorem. Suppose that E is a l i near space 
and that we are given a collection of locally convex spaces Ea[TJ 
and a collection of linear mappi ngs A from E 
a 
that for each non-zero x there is at least one 
into E , such 
a 
E in which 
a 
he 
i mage Aax . is non-zero . The kerne l topology T on E i s the 
coarsest topology on E such that each Aa is a cont i nuous mappi ng . 
Given the topology T, E is a locally convex space o We writ e 
E[TJ = K A-l (E [r -1) and say . E is the locally convex kernel of t he 
a a er 
a 
A-1 (E [T ]) (for details, see Kothe [l, §19]). The product of 
a a a 
locally convex spaces and a subspace of a locally convex space ar e 
both examples of locally convex kernels . 
The next result (20 .1 ) is the key to obtaining smoothness 
results for locally convex spaces. Given a locally convex space E, 
we can always embed E in a product of normed spaces. Very often 
these normed spaces can be chosen so that they all have a certa i n 
smoothness property. 20.1 then states that E also shares th i s 
smoothness property. Smoothness results are known for most of the 
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common normed spaces and we take advantage of t hese results, using 
20.1 , in the next section . 
(Kernel theorem). Let E[TJ = K A - l (E [T ] ) 
a a ct 
a 
be the 
locally convex kernel of the locally convex spaces Ea . Let S 
be an S-category. 
(i) If each S-smooth, then E . -i.s S-smoothe The 
converse does not hold. 
(ii) If each Ea is strongly S-smooth, then E i s s trongly 
S-smooth . The converse does not hold. 
Proofo (i) Let VE O(E) and a EV o By the definition of 
the kernel topology on E, there exist finitely many open sets 
n • 
vi' V 
. E E such that a E n A- 1 (v.) c V o 
• • e ' 
in 
' 
• e G ' n al a . 1 a . -i. n 1,. = 1,. 
Now, for each . - 1, , there exists f . E S (E , R) such 1,. 0 Cl ~ ' n 1,. a . 
1,. 
that f. > 0 f. (A (a)) > 0 and {x E E I f . (x) > 0} C v. -
' 
• 1,. -i. a. a. 1,. 1,. 
1,. 1,. 
For each i , choose . in R such that 
o < a. < f. (A (a)) < S. o 
-i. -i. a . -i. 
Thus, for each . -i. , we have 
1,. 
A (a) E f~1 (a., S.) cV. o Choose cp E C00 (rf, R) such that 
a . -i. -i. -i. -i. 
1,. 
t. E (a. , S . ) 
1,. 1,. 1,. 
(i = 1 , 2, GGO ' n) and 
cp = 0 , otherwise . 
Define f : E -+ R by 
f = q> o (fl X ••• X f) o (A X n a1 0 0 0 X A ) 0 d , a n 
where d i s the diagonal mapo Clearly f ~ 0 and f(a) > 0 . Also 
f E S(E, R) , since cp E C00 (Ff, R) , 
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f X • • • X f E s(E X .. , XE 
' 
rr) 
' 1 n al Cl n 
E c"'(Ef, ' A X • 0 0 X A E X a o o x Ea J
al a al n n 
and d E c00 (E, ti) . Finally, we show {x I f x) > o} c V o Suppose 
f(x) > O • Hence a . < f. (A ( x)) < S . , and so 
'i 'i CL 'i 
-i 
A (x) E f:- 1 (a. , S . ) c V. , for 
Cl. -i -i -i -i 
. 
-i = 1, 2, OQ O ' n 0 
-i 
X E 
n 
n 
i=l 
Hence 
The counterexample to the converse is as follows . The space c 0 
is a subspace of 
00 
i However, is strongly 
00 
C -smooth (Bonic 
and Frampton [l, p. 896]), but 00 1 Z is not even DP-smooth (Bonic and 
Frampton [l, p. 882]). 
(ii) For each index a, let {P~} be a collection of 
continuous seminorms on Ea, which generate the topology of Ea and 
satisfy p~ E s(Ea\N a' R) , for each S , Then the kernel topology 
Ps 
on E is generated by all seminorms of the form For 
some fixed a, S , let Clearly 
N {x EE I A (x) E N } and . A E c00 (E\N ,E \N J and = since p Cl Cl Cl p Cl Cl Pe Ps 
Cl E s(Ea\N a' R] , we have that p E S (~\Np , R) • Pe 
Pe 
The example given in part (i) also serves as a counterexample to 
the converse of part (ii). II 
The kernel theorem shows that smoothness behaves well with 
respect to forming products and subspaces. What about quotients? 
Unfortunately, everything goes wrong in this caseo By Kothe [l, 
p. 280], every separable Banach space is TLS-isomorphic to a 
suitable quotient space of l 1 . So, for example , C 
0 
is TLS-
00 
isomorphic to a quotient space of l 1 0 But is strongly C -
smooth, while l 1 is not even v;-smooth (Bortic and Frampton [l, 
p. 882]). Thus a non-smooth space can have smooth quotients . 
On the other hand, Grothendieck has constructed a Frechet 
Montel space, which has a quotient space TLS-isomorphic to l 1 
(Kothe [l, p e 433]) . As we will show in the next section (21 . 3), 
~ . 
every Frechet- Montel space is strongly l C -smooth . But is not 
l DF-smooth o Thus a smooth space can have non-smooth quotients. 
§2lo Smoothness of various classes of locally convex spaces o 
This section contains several applications of the kernel theorem. 
2l ol o Every Schwartz space (and in particular~ every nuclear 
00 
space) is strongly C -smooth . 
Proof. Randtke [l] has shown that every Schwartz space E . lS 
TLS-isomorphic to a subspace of a product (c0) A , for some index 
00 
set A (depending on E ). Since . is strongly C -smooth, the 
result follows from the kernel theorem . // 
Every separable or Lindelof locally convex space is 
strongly 
Proof . Day [l, p. 519] has shown that every separable normed 
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space has an equivalent norm which is Gateaux different i able away 
from the origin . Applying l0 a4, we see that every separable normed 
space is strongly But every separable or Lindelof 
locally convex space is TLS-isomorphic to a subspace of a 
topological product of separable normed spaces (Kothe [l, p o 208]) . 
The result follows by applying the kernel theorem ~ II 
2l o3o Let E he a separable or Lindelof ZocaZZy convex space 
such that bounded subsets of E are precompact . Then E . -is 
strongly 1 C -smooth. 
Proof o By 21.2, E . is strongly Since bounded 
subsets of E are precompact, applying 10 05, we have that E . lS 
strongly Then, by Asplund and Rockafellar (10 06) and 
10 . 1, E 1 is strongly . C -smooth . II 
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21.1, 2lo2 and 21 . 3 cover most of the i mportant non-normed 
locally convex spaces. For example, the spaces of distributions are 
00 
nuclear spaces and so are strongly C -smootho We do no have any 
results for non-separable Montel spaces, although we conjecture that 
the Mantel space is not strongly For a discussion 
of this , see the next section. 
§220 The finest locally convex topology and smoothness o Let E 
be a linear space (over R) given the fines t locally convex topology; 
that is , the topology on E is generated by all seminorms on E. 
Let be a Hamel basis for E and let Then 
is the locally convex direct sum (±) E of the one dimensional 
aEA a 
E 
subspaces E 
a 
(Kothe [l, p. 213]) 0 
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E is thus TLS-isomorphic to 
the space R (A) • In the following, we will make this identification. 
If A= N , then R(N) is a nuclear space (Schaefer [l, 
00 
p. 103]) and thus is strongly C -smooth, by 21.1 . However , 2l al 
00 
gives very little idea of what a class of C -seminorms, which 
generate the topology of looks like e Here we give a simple 
construction of such a class of semi norms for R(N) ~ Put 
e (m) = 1 , if m = n and e (m) = 0 , if m # n ® Then {e} N 
n n n nE 
is a Hamel basis for R(N) . We will say a real sequence 
oo• , a., ... ) 
1.,, 
is positive if 
00 
a. > 0 , for each 
1.,, 
i E N • 
00 R(N) is strongZy C -smooth . A collection of C -
seminorms, which generate the topoZogy of RN ), is given by the 
gauges of the sets in the a-neighbourhood base {u } , where a 
a 
ranges over aii positive real sequences, a = (al, ooo , ai' ooe) , 
= {x EE n n (x./a.) 2 < 1} . u I X = l X .e., l a i=l 1.,, 1.,, i=l 1.,, 1.,, 
Proof o For each positive real sequence a = (al' C e O ' 
define U as in the statement of the theorem o Since every 
a 
a.' 1.,, ... ) 
absolutely convex, absorbent subset of R(N ) is a 0-neighbourhood, 
' 
each u 
a 
. 
lS a 0-neighbourhood. We show {u} 
a 
. 
lS a 0-neighbourhood 
base for 
Let V be an absolutely convex 0-nei ghbourhood in R(N) . 
Since V . absorbent, there exist E • > 0 such that E V lS E .e . 
' 1.,, 1.,, 1.,, 
. 
for E N Put -1.,, and (ai)iE N 1.,, C a. = E .• 2 a = • Put 1.,, 1.,, 
Cl.E.e. 
'l, 'l, 'l, I iEI 
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1 , where I i s a finite s et of 
posit ive i nt egers} 
= absolutely convex cover of fs.e.}.EN . 
'l, 'l, 'l, 
Since Ac V, it suffices to show that 
n 
l E u Clearly Ix .1 < X = x.e. E. o 2 . -
i=l 'l, 'l, a 
'l, 'l, 
n n 
we can write X = l a.s .e. , where l 
u C A • 
a 
. 
-'l, . 
' 
'l, 
l cc I < -
Suppose 
= 1, o o o , n 
n . 
I 2 -'l, < 1 
i=l 'l, 'l, 'l, i =l 
'l, i =l 
X E A and so {u} a is a 0-neighbourhood base f or 
R(N) 
0 
Now let p be the collection of gauges of t he s et s u a 
0 
. 
0 
gauge will in fact be a norm. Then certainl y p generat es t he 
topology on Thus we have only to show t hat 
So let p be the gauge of some u a 
straightforward calculation shows that i f X = 
n 
l 
i =l 
x .e . , t hen 
'l, 'l, 
Consider the linear mapping A R(N) + Z2 defi ned by 
A 
A( I x.e.] = I (x./a.}e. o Clearly A i s continuous, s i nce 
i=l 'l, 'l, i=l 'l, 'l, 'l, 
Thus 
Thus 
Each 
has the finest locally convex topology . Let JI JI 2 denote the usual 
norm on i2 . Then P = II 11 2 ° A • Since and 
A is continuous linear, we have that p E c
00 (R(N) {o}, R) . // 
Applying 19.1, we see that R(N) 00 is C -smoot h . Th i s can a l so 
be proved directly. With the same notation as above , define 
f : R( N) ~ R as follows: f ~ ~ o A , where A : R(N) 
defined by 
and ~ E c00 (i2 , R) is chosen so that ~(x) = 0 , for 
11 x 11 2 > 1 and ~ ( O ) # 0 . 
R 
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. 
lS 
Then similar methods show that f E C00 (R(N)' R) , f is non-tri vial 
and {x I f(x) # o} c Vo 
A natural question to ask is whether R(A) is smoo h, when A 
is uncountable. The best we can offer is the following conjecture: 
is not strongly (Remember that since bounded 
subsets of are precompact, a continuous seminorm p on 
is Gateaux differentiable away from its null space if and onl y i f 
PE C1 (R(R)\Np, R) .) W t 1 t bl t h th f h e are a eas a e o sow at se so e 
form U (as in 22.1), and even more general smooth 0-neighbourhoods, 
a 
fail to form a 0-neighbourhood base in the uncountable case . 
First, for each a ER, define e as follows: 
a 
e a) = 1 
a 
and e (S) = O , for S #a. 
a 
Then {e} is a Hamel basis for a a.ER 
R(R) . Consider the 0-neighbourhood 
{x E R(R) n n 1} V = I X = I X e ' I Ix I < -
i=l a. a. i=l a. 'i 'i 'i 
= absolutely convex cover of {ea} a.ER • 
For each a E R 
' 
choose aa E R with aa > 0 • Put a ::. (aa a.ER • 
Choose p ER with p > 1. Then consider the 0-ne i ghbourhood 
The gauge q 
q(x) = [.I 
1.,= l 
of V 
a 
n n 
l 
i=l 
X e , 
Cl. Cl. 
1., 1., 
l 
i=l 
is given by 
n 
X = l 
i=l 
X e 
Cl . Cl. 
1., 1., 
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We show 
1( (R) ) q EDF R \{o}, R • Now a locally convex direct sum is the strict 
inductive limit of its finite partial sums (Kothe [l, p. 222]). Put 
R = R , for each Cl. Hence, by 11~1, it suffices to show that 
Cl 
q I ; Ra. Ev;(_; Ra.\{o}, Rl , for each finite partial sum 
i=l 1., 1.,=l 1., 
n 
(±) 
i=l 
R 
Cl. 
1., 
of But this 
However, for each a, 
is clear. 
V f V • 
a 
For, since the set 
is uncountable, there exists an uncountable subset B c R and 
z E R 
where 
But 
such that for each S E B • Choose n EN 
n 
such that z > 1/n > (z/ao)P Consider X = l ze - . Cl • i=l 1., 
. E B for each 1, Clearly E V Cl. 1., = ... ' n X . 
' 
. 
' 1., a 
n 
l 
i=l 
n 
x f V ; for l 
i=l 
n 
lzl > l 1/n = l. 
i=l 
n 
l 
i=l 
1/n = l . 
and 
' 
for 
This seems to indicate that there is a fundamental difference 
between the countable and the uncountable case. 
Let us explain why it would be extremely_ interesting if R( R) 
did turn out to be not strongly Troyanski [l] has proved 
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that every reflexive Banach space is strongly c1-smooth. Restrepo 
[l, p. 413] has shown that if E is a Banach space and E' . lS 
separable, then E is strongly 1 C - smooth. If . is not 
strongly 1 DH-smooth, then it provides a counterexample to extensions 
of these results to locally convex spaces. R(R) is reflexive (in 
fact, a Mantel space) and its dual, RR, is separable. 
§23 . Density character and smoothness o Leach and Whitfield [l, 
p. 125] have proved that if E is a Banach space such that the 
density character of E' is strictly greater than that of E, then 
E is not We extend (a slightly weakened version of) 
this result to complete locally convex spaces. 
Let C be a closed convex subset of a (real) locally convex 
E A point on the boundary of C . called a support space I XO lS 
point of C 
' 
if there is a non-trivial continuous linear functional 
u such that sup u.y = u.x0 . yEC 
u is called a support funotional of 
C • u is a normalised support funotionaZ if sup u.y = u.x0 yEC 
Now let p be a continuous seminorm on E and let 
C = {x EE I p(x) < 1} . Let p(xo) = 1 . If p is Gateaux 
differentiable at x0 , then p' (x0 ) is the unique normalised 
support functional to C at (Kothe [l, p. 349]). 
= 1 . 
Before we can prove our main result (23.4) in this section , we 
need to prove some lemmas . Following 10.l and 10.6, a locally convex 
space is strongly c1-smooth if and only if it is strongly 
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l DP-smooth. The next result has some independent interest apart from 
being needed in the proof of 23.4. 
23.1. Let EE LCS. Then E is strongly n}-smooth if and 
only if E has a 0-neighbourhood base N consisting of absolutely 
convex~ closed sets such that if VEN and p is the gauge of V ~ 
then p E D~ (E\Np, R) . 
Proof. The sufficiency of the condition is obvious. For the 
converse, suppose E is strongly Thus E has a 
collection {p} of seminorms, which generate its topology and 
a a.EA 
satisfy Pa E D~(E\NPa' R) , for each a EA, For each non-empty 
finite set q6(x) = ·c1 p 2 cxJ* . 
. l a. 
= 1,, 
Each such . a continuous . E. Let N be the q6 lS seminorm on 
collection of all sets of the form u6 = {x EE I q6 (x) < a} ,a - ' 
where a > o and 6CA 6 finite. Then N . 0-neighbour-
' 
lS a 
hood base for E. For let V be a 0-neighbourhood in E. Then 
there exists E: > 0 and Pa' ... , Pa 
l n 
such that 
~ {x E E I pa. (x) < E:} c V • 
i=l 1,, 
But then, if 6 - { a1 , ... , an} , 
Since the gauge of V 6. ,a 
. 
lS 
-1 
a .q6 , it will suffice to show 
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2 l R) . Define R+ -r R By 10. 2 and 18.1, q E DF(E, s by 
s(f;;) = ~ ' where R+ = { t;; E R t;; > o} • Then 2 , and q = s 0 q 
. 2 1 ( R+] c00 (R+, R) since q E DF E\Nq, and s E , we have that 
q E D~ (E\N q, R) . / / 
Let EE TLS. We define the neighbourhood base charact er of E 
to be the minimal cardinal of a 0-neighbourhood base for E. We 
denote it by bas(E) . It is clear that we may assume that t he 
cardinality of N in 23.1 is bas(E) . 
23.2 (Phelps [l]). If C is a closed convex set with non-
empty interior in the corrplete locally convex space E ~ then t he 
support functionals of C are dense (in the topology of uniform 
convergence on bounded subsets of E ) among those continuous linear 
functionals in E' ~ which are bounded above on C . 
Now let X be a topological space. We define t he dens i t y 
character of X to be the minimal cardinal of a dens e sub set of X . 
We denote it by dens(X) . We will need the following simpl e 
properties of the density character. 
23.3. Let X and Y be topological spaces. 
(i) If U E O(X) ~ then dens(U) s dens(X) . 
(ii) Let f: X -r Y be a continuous mapping. Then 
dens (f(X)) S dens (X) . 
Now we can prove our main result. 
23.4. Let E be a complete locally convex space such that 
dens (E' ) > bas (E). dens (E) • Then E is not strongly 
Proof. Suppose E . is strongly We show 
dens(E') s bas(E).dens(E) . Let N = {va}aEA be t he 0-ne i ghbourhood 
base for E given by 23.l and such that card(A) = bas(E) For 
each a EA , put E' = {u E E' I u a is bounded on Thus 
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E' = u 
aEA 
E' 
a ' 
since a linear functional is continuous if and only i f 
it is bounded on some 0-neighbourhood. 
Let p be the gauge of Va By our previous remarks, 
p E c1 (E\N , RJ . Define µ : E\N -+ E' by µ(x) = p(x).p' (x) . p p 
Then µ is continuous. Thus dens(µ(E\N )) s dens(E) , p 
. 
since EN p 
is open in E. But µ(E\Np) is the set of all support functionals 
to Va and so is dense in E;, by 23.2. Thus dens(E;) < dens(E) . 
Hence dens (E' ) S bas (E). dens (E) • I I 
In particular, we have 
23.5. Let E be a separable Frechet space with a non-separable 
dual E' . Then E is not strongly 
Of course, we cannot omit the hypothesis in 23.5 that E be 
metrizable. For let Then E is a complete separable 
locally convex space, which is strongly D~-smooth (in fact, strongl y 
00 
C -smooth, since it is nuclear). But the strong dual of is 
R(R) h' h · abl , w ic is not separ e. 
§24. Nuclear echelon spaces. We begin with the definition of a 
(real) echelon space (Schaefer [l, p. 120]). Let {ok}kEN be a 
family of sequences = (s ( k) ( k) Ok 1 ' 8 2 ' 
that o < s(k) < 
n 
(k+l) 
s 
n 
, for each n 
. "l of real numbers such 
and k EN , and such that, 
for each n EN , there exists k satisfying S (k) > 0 . 
n 
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Consider 
the subspace E of for whose elements each 
of the sequences (A s(k)l is summable. Provided with the n n nEN 
00 
topology generated by the seminorms 
' 
E 
will be called an eaheZon spaae. Clearly E is a Frechet space. E 
is nuclear if and only if, for each k EN, there exists p EN 
such that I (s(k) I s(k+p)l < +oo • 
n=l n n 
(Replace any quotients 0/0 
by O ). 
00 
By 21.1, every nuclear echelon space is strongly C -smooth. 
00 
Here we construct a class of C -seminorms, which generates the 
topology of such a space. First we need a result giving various 
classes of seminorms which generate the topology of a nuclear 
echelon space. 
24. 1. Let E be a nuaZear eohelon spaae and F an arbitary 
Banach spaoe with a (normaZised) Sohauder basis {xn}. Then the 
. 
serrrinorms defined by 
topo Zogy on E • 
00 
l 
n=l 
8(k)A X 
n n n 
generate the 
Proof. We will need the well known result that there exists 
K > 0 such that sup I a I ~ Kllx ll n 
n 
, for each X = l 
n 
a X 
n n 
(Schaefer [l, p. 115]). Let A= (An)nEN EE. Then 
E F 
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00 
pk(A) = l s(k)A 
n=l n n 
00 
= l s(k)A x 
n=l n n n 
00 
> l (k)A - S X 
n=l n n n 
On the other hand, if p is the positive integer corresponding 
to k in the nuclearity condition, we have 
00 (k+p) \ 
S I\ X 
n n n l 
n=l 
00 
l 
n=l 
and is finite (since we can assume that for each k, there exists an 
n with (k) s > 0 ) • Thus generates the topology on E . 
(e 
n 
n 
00 
2402. Every nuclear echelon space E is strongly C -smooth . 
Proof. Put F = z2 and x = e , for each n EN , in 24 .1. 
n n 
is defined by e (m) = o , if n # m 
n 
and e (n) = 1 . ) 
n 
Thus 
II 
{qk} generates the topology on E and we have only to show 
qk E c
00 (E\Nqk' R1 , for each k EN . 
Let II 11 2 denote the usual norm on l 
2 
. Then 
qk - II 11 2 o Ak, where Ak is the continuous linear map from E 
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into defined by Ak ( A ) = (s ( k ) A l . 
n n nEN 
The result now follows , 
§25. S-smooth manifolds. We begin wit h t he defi n i t i on of a 
manifold of class S. This is a straightforward gener alis ation of 
the usual notion of a manifold of class J< (Lang [l, p o 16], Bonic 
and Frampton [l, p. 882]). As before, we consider only t hose 
topological linear spaces separated by their dual. 
Let M be a regular topological space, EE TLS and S an 
S-category. A pair (U, ~) , where U is an open subset of M, 
~(U) is an open subset of E and ~: U + ~(U) is a homeomorphism, 
will be called a chart. An atlas of class S is a collection of 
charts {(ua, ~a)} such that {va} covers M and, whenever 
One then defines the usual equivalence relation on t he cl ass of all 
atlas es of class S on M. An equivalence class of atlas es of 
class S on M is said to define a structure of manifold of class 
S on M. We then say M is a manifold of cl ass S modelled on 
EE TLS. A chart belonging to an atlas in the equi val ence class is 
called a chart of M. If (V, ~) is a chart of M and a EU, we 
say ( U, q>) is a chart at a . 
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An open subset of a topological linear space E is a manifo~d 
of class S modelled on E, for any S-category S, in the natural 
way. Products of manifolds are defined in the usual way (Lang, [l, 
p. 17]). An open submanifold is just an open subset of a manifold 
with the induced manifold structure . We may now enlarge the class of 
objects in s to include all manifolds of class s . Given 
manifolds M and N of class S, the morphisms S(M, N) are 
defined as follows: S(M, N) consists of all continuous mappings 
f: M -+ N such that for each X E M ' there exists a chart (V, <P ) 
at X and a chart ( V' i,J;) at f(x) such that f(U) c V and 
i,J; of o <P-l E s(<P(V), i,J;(V)) • One can eas ily show that if 
f E S(M, N) , then for any charts (V, (j)) and (V, i,J;) such that 
f(U) c V, one has 1-J; of o <P-l E s(<P(V), i,J;(V) ) • 
Thus enlarged, S is a category and satisfies the obvious 
extension of axioms S2, S3 and S4 to manifolds . Explicitly, we have: 
S2. If f E S(M, N) and L is an open subset of N contain-
ing f(M) , then f E S(M, L) . 
S3. If for each x EM, there exists open L with x EL c M 
such that flL E S(L, N) , then f E S(M, N) . 
S4 . If fl E s(Ml, Nl) and f2 E s(M2, N2) , then 
f1 x t 2 E s(M1xM2 , N1 xN2) . 
The verification of S2 and S3 is easy. S4 requires a couple of 
lines: 
Let (x x) EM x M and suppose l' 2 1 2 (u., <P·) ~ ~ is a chart at 
x. and (v., i,J;.) is a chart at f.(x.) such that f.(v.) c V. and 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
i,J; . o f. o <P ~ l E S (<P • ( V.) , 1-J; • ( V.)) ( i = 1 , 2 ) . Then 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
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(~l X ~2) o (fl X f2) o (~l X ~2)-1 
= [(1/\ O f 1 ) X (,i,2 o f 2)] o ((j)~l X <p;l] 
= (,i,l o fl o (j)~ll X (t2 o f2 o (j);l] 
E S ( ~ 1 ( U 1) x~ 2 ( U 2) , ~ 1 ( V 1) x~ 2 ( V 2) ) 
= s((~1 x ~2 ) (u1 x u2)' (~1 x ~2) (v1 x v2)) . 
Note that if (U, ~) is a chart for a manifold of class S, 
then ~ E s(u, ~(U)) and ~-l E s(~(U), u) . 
25olo Let M be a manifold of class S. Let d: M + tJ1' 
(n EN) be the diagonal map defined by d(x) = (x , •o o, x) . Then 
d E S (M, If) . 
Proof. Let x EM and (U, ~) be a chart at x . Put 
V = U x ••• x U and ~ = ~ x ••• x ~ . Then (V, ~) is a chart at 
d(x) and d(U) c V. Let D: E + i1' be defined by 
D(x) = (x, ... , x) . Clearly ~ o do ~-l = D (restricted to 
~(U) ). But DE C
00
(~(U), ~(V)) • // 
25.2. Let M be a manifold of class S and fi E S(M, F) 
(i = 1, . .. , n) ~ where FE TLS. Define f M + F by 
f(x) = f 1 (x) + ••• + fn(x) ~ for each x EM. Then f E S(M, F) . 
If F = R and g : M + R is defined by g(x) = f1 (x) •• • fn(x) ~ 
for each x E M ~ then g E S(M, R) . 
Proof. f =Ao (f1 x .. . x fn) o d, where d M + fl" i s the 
diagonal map and A : ~ + F is defined by 
A(y1 , ···, yn) = y1 + •.. + yn. Now d E s(M , fl") , and so the 
result follows. The proof for g is similar . // 
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It will be convenient to extend the definition of S-smoothness 
. 
to manifolds. A manifold M of class s lS S-smooth if given 
VE O(M) and a EV, there exists f E S(M, R) such that f(a) > 0 , 
f ~ O and {x EM I f(x) > o} c V. 
25 o3o Let M be a manifold of class S . Then the following 
are equivalent: 
(i) M is S-smooth; 
(ii) given VE O(M) and a EV, there exists U E O(M) and 
f E S(M, R) such that a EU, o sf s 1 , flu = 1 
and {x E M I f ( x) > O } c V ; 
(iii) given V E O(M) and compact A c V , there exists 
U E O(M) and f E S(M, R) such that A c U, 
o s f s 1 , fl U = 1 and {x E M I f(x) > o} c V; 
(iv) the topology on M is the same as the coarsest topology 
on M such that every mapping in S(M, R) is continuous. 
Proof. (i) implies (ii). Let VE O(M) and a EV . Since M 
is S-smooth, there exists g E S(M, R) such that g(a) > 0 , g ~ 0 
and {x I g(x) > o} c V. Choose an open interval (a, S) and an 
E > O such that g(a) E (a, S) and Of (a-s, S+s) . Now choose 
00 
~EC (R, R) such that OS~ S 1, ~(~) = 1 , for ~ E (a, S) and 
{~ I ~(~) > O} c (a-s, S+s) . Since g is continuous, there exists 
U E O(M) such that a EU and g(U) c (a, S) • Put f = ~ o g. 
Clearly f has the required properties . 
(ii) implies (iii). Let VE O(M) and compact Ac V. By 
(ii), for each a EA, there exists f E S(M, R) a and 
containing a such that f Iv - 1 0 sf s 1 and a a - ' a 
U E O(M) 
a 
{x I f (x) > o} c V. Since A is compact, there exist finitely many 
a 
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n 
u u such that u = u u :J A • Put 
al ' 
. . . ' a a. 
n i=l 1., 
f = 1 - ( 1-f aJ · ( 1-f aJ ... (1-fa l . 
n 
Clearly 0 S f S 1 and f E S(M, R) . Also flu= 1 , for if 
X E u ' then x E u 
. Finally, {x I f(x) > o} c V 
' 
some 1., • 
a. 
1., 
For suppose x ~ V. Then f (x) = 0 , for each a. 
. 
1., = 1, 2, . .. , n , 
1., 
and so f(x) = 0 • 
(iii) implies (iv). Let T denote the topology on M and 
denote the coarsest topology on M such that every mapping in 
S(M, R) is continuous. 
a E V . Then, by (iii)' 
Clearly T C T . 
w 
Now let 
there exists f E S(M, R) 
V E T and 
such that 
T 
w 
a E {x I f(x) # o} cv. Now {x I f(x) # o} E T , and so V E T • w w 
That lS, T = T . w 
(iv) implies (i). Let V E O(M) and a E V • Since T = T 
there exist fl' .. . ' f E S(M, R) and open intervals (a., s. ) n 1., 1., 
( i = 1, 2, .. . , n) such that a E 
n 
n 
i=l 
such that (t ;.J.. ) > 0 , i· f <.p 1' ... ' _v n 
(i = 1, ... , n) and <.p = 0 , otherwise. Put 
Choose 
t. E (a., S. ) 
1., 1., 1., 
w ' 
x .. . xf)od 
n 
, where d is the diagonal map from M 
into ff . Clearly f E S(M, R) , f ~ O , f(a) > 0 and 
{x I f(x) > O} c V . I I 
25.4. Let M be a manifold of class S modelled on E E TLS . 
Suppose N i s a non-empty open suhmanifold of M • Then M is 
S-smooth if and only if N . 1., S S-smooth . 
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Proof . Suppose first that N . S-smooth . Let VE OM ) lS an 
a E V . Then there exists a chart (va' (I) ) at a such Cha_ 
V C V . Let b E N. Then there exists a chart (vb' t ) a b a 
such that Vb c N. 
00 
Consider the map TE C (E, E) defined by T(x) -=- x - [(l) (a)-.lJ;( b)J 0 
Thus T((l)(a)) = 1j)(b) . Consider U = T ((l)(va)) n 1JJ (Vb ) o Clearly 
U E O(E) and 1j)(b) E u . Put W = (l)-1 (T-1 (U)) • Then a E w ' 
W E O(M) and w CV 0 Since M is regular, there exists a 
w1 E O(M) such that a E W C W C W • 1 1 Then, 
0 N is S -i::iIDt..: th , since 
there exists g E S(N, R) such that g ::: 0 
' 
g(b ) > 0 and 
Define f: M 7 R by f(x) = g(1JJ-1 (T ((l) (x ))) , if x E W cind 
f(x) = 0 , otherwise . Clearly f :=: 0 , f(a) = g b) > 0 and 
{x EM I f(x) > o} c V. 
flW E S(W, R) , since (I) 
Finally, we show f E S(M, R) • Now 
E S(W, (l)(W) ) , T E C00 ((1)(W) , u) , 
t-l E s(u, ~-1 (v)) and g E s(t-1 (U), R) . Also fl (M wl) = 0 c 
Thus, by axiom S3, f E S(M, R) and M is S-smoothc 
The converse is trivial . // 
25 . 5. Let M and N be manifolds of class S o Suppose ther·e 
exists a non-empty open subset U of M and a homeomorphism 
(I) : U 7 (l)(U) such that (l)(U) is an open subset of N and 
Suppose also that M is S-smooth. Then N . is 
S-smooth. 
Proof. U is clearly an S-smooth open submanifold of M " 
Sl·nce m-l E S(m(U), U) d . h h " 0 t f 1 h t ~ ~ an (I) is a omeomorp ism, i o ow~ t ict 
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the open submanifold ~(V) of N is also S-smooth o Th s , by 25.4, 
N . lS II S-smooth . 
As an irrnnediate consequence of 25 05, we have 
25 060 Let M be a manifold of class S modell,ed on E E TLS • 
Then M is S-smooth if and only if E is S-smooth . 
25 o7o Let M. (i = 1, 2, •.• , n) be manifolds of class S 
~ 
n 
modelled on E. E TLS . 
~ 
Let M = fT M. be the product manifold of 
. 1 ~ 
~= 
n 
class S model led on E = fTE . . 
. 1 ~ 
~= 
If each M. 
~ 
. 
~s S-smooth~ then 
M is S-smooth . 
Proof. This follows directly from 25 06 and the kernel theorem 
20.1. 
§260 Ex ·stence of S-partitions of unity o Let M be a manifold 
of class S. A family of mappings 
. 
lS an 
S-partition of unity if 
( i) ~ a :::: 0 , for each a E A , 
(ii) {{x EM I ~a(x) > o}}aEA is a locally finite open 
covering of M and 
(iii) I ~a(x) = 1 , for each x EM. 
aEA 
If { V (3} (3 EB 
. 
lS an open covering of M , 
S-partition of unity {~a} aEA is subordinate 
each a E A , there exists f3 E B such that 
we say that the 
to { V (3} (3 EB ' if 
{x EM I ~ (x) > a 
M ailmits S-partitions of unity if for each open covering 
for 
o} C U(3 • 
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A manifold M of class S has the S-approximation property 1f , 
for any FE LCS, continuous seminorm p on F, f E c0(M, F) and 
c > 0 , there exists g E S(M, F) such that p[f(x)-g(x)] < c , for 
all x E M • 
A manifold M of class s . lS S-normal if given VE O(M) and 
closed subset A of M such that A c V , here exists f E S M, R 
such that O ::: f s 1 , flA = 1 and {x E M I f(x) > o} c V 5 
26.l. Let M be a manifold of class S . Consid.er the follow-
ing properties: 
(A) M admits S-partitions of unity; 
(B) M has the S-approximation property ; 
(C) 
(D) 
. M -is 
. M -is 
S-normal; 
s-.smooth . 
Then (A) implies (B), (A) implies (C) and (C) implies (D). If M 
is normal, (B) implies (C) . If M is paracorrpact (C) i mplies (A)o 
. 
If M is Lindelof, (D) implies (A) . 
Proof. (A) implies (B) . (Essentially due to Bonic and Framp on 
[l, p . 884] . ) Let FE LCS, p be a continuous seminorm on F, 
f E c0(M, F) and c > 0 • Take a cover of F by sets of the form 
{y E FI p(y-z) < c/2 , z fixed} . Under f, pull this cover back 
to an open cover {uS}SEB of M. Let {~a}aEA be an S-partit ion 
of unity subordinate to {uS}SEB. We may assume all the ~a are 
non-zero. Thus, for each a, there exists xa EM such that 
~a(xa) > O . Now ~a(x) > O implies x E US(a) , which implies 
p [f(x)-f (xa)J s p[f(x )-z] + p [z -f (xa)] < c , 
where z is the centre of the open semiball whose preimage is US(a) 
and {x EM I ~a(x) > o} c US(a) . 
Now define g M F by g(x) = l 
aEA 
f(x ) . ~ (x) , for each 
a a 
x EM. Then, for x EM, we can f i nd an open ne ighbourhood of x 
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which meets at most finitely many {y EM I ~ (y) > o} . 
a 
Consequently, 
g is well-defined and g E S(M, F) . Further , 
p[f(x )-g(x) J = p ll ~a(x). (f(x)-f (x a) )1 
EA J 
for each X E M • 
(A) implies (C). Suppose V E O(M) and A . a closed subset lS 
of M such that Ac V • Then { V, M\A} . open cover of M lS an 
and consequently there exists an S-part it ion of unity {~a} 
subordinate to this cover. Put f = l ~a, where the sum is taken 
over all a such that {x EM I ~a(x) > o} c Vo Then f has the 
required properties. 
That (C) implies (D) is obvious . 
Now suppose M is normal and has the S-approximation proper Yo 
Let VE O(M) and A be a closed subset of M such that Ac V . 
S. M 1 h ' m E CO(M, R) ince is norma , t ere exists ~ such that 
~IA= 1 and {x EM I ~(x) > o} c V . Since M has the 
S-approximation property, there exists g E S(M, R) such t hat 
00 
1~cx)-g(x)I < 1/4 'for each XE M. Now choose ~EC ( R, R) such 
that ~(f,:) = 0 for I f,: I < 1/3 ~( f,:) = 1 , for 2/3 Sf,: S 4/3 and 
' 
-
' 
0 S ~ < 1 Put f = ~ 0 g Clearly f E S (M, R) 0 Sf S 1 - • . 
' ' 
flA = 1 and {x E M I f(x) > o} c v . 
If M is Lindelof, (D) implies (A) (essentially due to Bonic 
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and Frampton [l, p. 883]) . Let {uS}SEB be an open covering of M. 
Since M . lS S-smooth, there exists a refinement of cons ist-
J ing of sets of the form {x EM I f(x) > O, f ~ O, f E S(M, R)}. 
Then, since M lS Lindelof, there exists a countable subcovering 
}
00 
w . . { J J=l of this refinement, where each 
W. = {x EM 
J 
f .(x) > o, f. E S(M , R), f. > o} . 
J J J 
Put v1 = {x EM I f 1 (x) > o} and 
Vr+l = {x EM I fr+l(x) > O, f 1 (x) < 1/r, .• o, fr(x) < 1/r} . 
For each x EM, there exists n(x) such that fn(x)(x) > 0 and 
. 
f. (x) = 0 , for j < n(x) • 
J 
Thus x E vn(x) and so lS a 
countable open covering of M 
Choose a(x) such that O < a(x) < fn(x)(x) and put 
Vx = {y EM I fn(x)(y) > a(x)} . Then V is an open neighbourhood X 
of X which meets at most finitely many V n 
Then choose oo ( r+ 1 ) ~ 1 E C R , R r+ 
t. < 1/r 
1., 
such that 
( ,,,· V = 1 
' 
2, •• . , r) and 
tr+l > 0 , and m 1 (t1 , ... , t~+l) = 0 , otherwise . 't' r+ .1.· Define 
g · M -+ R by r+l . gr+l = (f)r+l 0 
the diagonal map from M into t,,[+l. 
. .. x f ) o d , where 
r+l 
Then g 1 E S(M, R) • r+ 
d . lS 
Also 
{x EM I gr+l(x) > o} = Vr+l. Thus, for each x EM, all but a 
finite number of the g. vanish on V , and so J X 
g = 
00 
I g. E S(M' R) • 
j=l J 
Since g > 0 , by axiom S2, 
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00 
Inversion in i s a C -mapping, and so cp . = g ./g E S(M, R) • 
J J 
{ m }
00 
is then the desired S-partition of unity. 
'1'j j=l 
If M is paracompact, (C) implies (A ). Let {uS}SEB be an 
cover for M. By paracompactness, there . a locally finite open lS 
open refinement {Va} aEA of {uS}SEB. Then, by normality , we may 
shrink {Va} aEA to get a locally finite . {wa} aEA such open cqvering 
that W c V , for each a EA (Dungund ji [ l , p . 152]). 
a a 
Since M . lS S-normal, there exist ga E S(M, R) such that 
o < g < 1 g lw - 1 and {x EM I g~(x ) > o} c V~ , for each a ' a a - u. u. 
a E A • Since {V} is locally finite, we can define 
a aEA 
g = 2 ga. Clearly g E s(M, R+) and so 1/g E s(M , R) 9 Define 
aEA 
<pa= ga/g , for each a EA. Then {cpa}aEA is the required 
S-partition of unity. // 
Notice in connection with the Lindelof assumption in 26 .l that 
there is a sepa:rahZe S-smooth locally convex space, which is not 
S-normal. The space RR is separable and 00 C -smooth, since it is 
nuclear. But RR is not 
00 
C -normal, since it is not even normal 
( Stone [l]). 
Notice also that while the properties, separable and Lindelof, 
RR coincide in metric spaces, they are generally unrelated . . lS 
separable, but not Lindelof. Any non-separable, reflexive Banach 
space, given the weak topology, is Lindelof but not separable. 
The next lemma, given in Bourbaki [2, p. 36], is needed to 
transfer closed sets between a manifold and the space it is modelled 
on. 
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26 . 2. Let M be a manifold modelled on EE TLS and Zet 
a EM. Then there exists a chart (U, ~) at a satisfying &he 
following property: a subset Y of U is closed in M if and only 
if ~ (Y) is closed in E . 
Proof . Let (V, ~) be any chart a t a. Then ~(V) E O(E ) . 
Since E is regular, there exists WE O(E) such that 
a E W c W c ~ ( V) • Then ~ - l ( W) E O (M) e Thus, since M . is regular , 
there exists U E O(M) such that a EU c Uc ~-1 (W) . We contend 
that the chart (U, ~) has the required property. For let Y c U . 
Suppose first that Y is closed in M . Hence Y is closed in 
-1 -~ (W) , and so ~(Y) is closed in W . Thus ~(Y) i s closed in 
E. Conversely, suppose ~(Y) is closed in E . Hence ~(Y) . lS 
closed in ~(U) , and so Y is closed in U . Thus Y is closed 
in M. II 
26 . 3. Let M be a manifold of class S modelled on EE TLS . 
If M is paracorrrpact and E is S-normal~ then M admits S-
partitions of unity. 
Proof. Given an open covering of M, we can find an atlas 
{(U m )} , which is a locally finite refinement of the covering a' 't'a a.EA 
and such that each chart in the atlas has the property in 26 . 2. By 
the normality of M , there exist locally finite open refinements 
{ W } A such that W c V c V c U , for each a E A • 
a aE a a a a 
Now wa 
. 
a closed subset of M and a subset of Va Hence lS • 
~a (w a) . a closed subset of E. Also ~a (v a) E O(E) Since E lS . 
. S-normal , there exist E S(E, R) such that 0 < S 1 lS ga - ga 
' 
ga = l on ~a (w a) and {x E E I g (x) > 0} C ~ (V ) a a a 
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For each a E A 
' 
define f : M-+ R by f (x) = g (<P (x) ) 
' Cl Cl Cl Cl 
x E Ua and f Cl (x) = 0 , otherwise. Clearly fa E S(M , R) fCl = 
' 
WCl and {x EM I fa(x) > o} e V Since { V Cl} a.EA . locally on lS Cl 
finite , we can define f = l fa . Then f E S(M , R+) . Put · 
a.EA 
if 
1 
Then { m } is the required S-partition of unity. II 
't' Cl a.EA 
26.3 includes as special cases a theorem of Leduc (Leduc [l, 
p. 12-08]), a theorem of Eells (Lang [l, p. 30]), a theorem of Balis 
(Balis [l]) and a theorem of Bourbaki (Bourbaki [2, p. 40]). 
As a corollary of 26.3, we have 
26.4. Let M be a manifold of class S modelled on EE TLS. 
If M is paracorrrpact and E is separable S-smooth~ then M admits 
S-partitions of wiity. 
Proof. By 26.3 and 26.1, it suffices to show that if M . lS a 
paracompact manifold modelled on a separable topological linear space 
E 
' 
then E is Lindelof. Let a E M and (U, <P) be a chart at 
a , with the property in 26.2. Since M is regular, there exists 
V E O( M) such that a E Ve Ve u . 
Since V . closed . M, <P ( V) . closed in E Thus lS in lS • 
<P(V) :J <P(V) (closure . E! ) . On the other hand , <P ( V) is the in 
closure of <P ( V) . <P ( U) Hence (p(V) e <P(V) Thus in . • 
<P ( V) = <P ( V) • 
Now <P ( V) E O(E) and <P ( V) . separable . Thus <P ( V) . so lS is 
also separable. But <P ( V) . paracompact, and so <P ( V) is Lindelof . lS 
After translating (p(V) to make O an interior point, we can write 
E as a countable union of Lindelof spaces. Thus E is Lindelof. II 
Note that under the conditions of theorem 26.4, we cannot hope 
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to show M is Lindelof. Take E = R and M as an uncountable 
di sjoint un i on of real lines. Then M i s a par acompact manifold 
00 
of class C modelled on R. But M i s no t Lindelof . 
Applying 26.3 to the various classes of l ocally convex spaces 
studied in §21, we obtain 
26 . 5. (i) Let M be a paracompact manifold of clas s Ck 
(k E {l , 2, 
. . . ' 
00}) modelled on a Lindelof Schwartz space . Then 
dmi k t. . f ·t a ts C -par ~t~ons o un~ y. 
(ii) Let M be a paracompact manifold of class D1 modelled H 
on a Lindelof locally convex space. Then M admits D1-partitions 
of unity. 
M 
(iii) Let M be a paracompact manifold of class c1 modelled 
on a Lindelof locally convex space E with the property that bounded 
uh f h dmi 1 . . f s sets o E are precompact. Ten M a t s C -part~t~ons o 
unity. 
Goodman [l] has proved that every s epar ab l e Banach space admits 
Dl . . f . H-partitions o unity. Bolis [l] has pr oved (us ing a different 
00 
notion of differentiability) that a paracompact manifold of class C 
00 
modelled on a metrizable nuclear space admits C - partitions of unity. 
His method of proof is completely different from ours. He modifies 
the "scalloping" technique, which Eells (Lang [ l , p. 30 ] ) used to get 
00 
C -partitions of unity on separable Hilbert spaces . 
At first sight it may appear that requiring E to be Lindelof 
in theorem 26.5 i n order t o get smooth partitions of unity is an 
unnecessarily stringent assumption . However , there are good reasons 
for saying that i t cannot be weakened very much for the important 
non-normed locally convex spaces . 
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First, if a locally convex space E is to admit partitions of 
unity it must, of course, be paracompact. Second, most of the 
important non-normed locally convex spaces are Mantel spaces. If the 
reader will then concede that there is not much of a gap between 
paracompact and metrizable locally convex spaces, we see that we 
cannot e~pect to get partitions of unity results on a class of spaces 
~ ~ 
much wider than Frechet-Montel spaces. But Frechet-Montel spaces are 
Lindelof (Kothe [l, p. 370]). 
Our final result is an application of the main results of this 
chapter. It should be compared with the result of Torunczyk [l], who 
showed that every reflexive Banach space admits c1-partitions of 
unity. 
26.6. Let E be a locally convex space~ which is weakly Lindelof 
' 
(for example~ a reflexive or separable Banach space). 
(i) To every cover of E consisting of weakly open sets~ 
00 
there exists a C -partition of unity svhordinate to this cover. 
(ii) Let f: E ~ F, where FE LCS, be a mapping which is 
con tin U1J us when E has the weak topology. Then, given a continuous 
00 
. 
sem1.,norm p on F and E: > 0 , there exists g E C (E, F) such 
that p[f(x)-g(x) J < E: ~ for each X E E • 
(iii) Let V be a weakly open svhset of E and A a closed 
00 
convex svhset such that Ac V. Then there exists f EC (E, R) 
such that o sf s 1, flA = 1 and {x EE f(x) > o} c v . 
Proof. (i) Given the weak topology, E is a nuclear space and 
00 00 
hence strongly C -smooth. By 26.5 (i), E admits weak C -partitions 
of unity. Hence, given the cover {u6}~EB of weakly open sets, there 
exists a weak C
00 
-partition of unity {q, a} aEA . subordinate to 
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Now the cover {{x EE I ~a(x) > o}}aEA is locally finite in 
the weak topology and hence it is a locally fin ite open cover in the 
original topology on E. Since bounded sets are the same in the 
weak and original topologies, the topology on each L (E , R) 
n 
is the 
same for both topologies on E Hence each is infinitely 
Frechet differentiable in the original topology. Also each . lS 
continuous and each derivative of each ~a is continuous and locally 
bounded , for the original topology. Consequently , {m} is the 
'I' a aEA 
00 
required C -partition of unity. 
(ii) Take a cover of F by sets of the form 
{y E F p(y-z) < s/2, z fixed} . 
Under f, pull this back to an open cover {uS}SEB- on E . Since 
f is continuous, when E has the weak topology, each will in 
fact be weakly open. We then proce~d as in the proof of 26.l ((A) 
implies (B)), using part (i) of this result. 
(iii) Since A is closed and convex, it is weakly closed. 
Consequently, {V, E\A} is a weakly open cover of E. We then 
proceed as in 26.l ((A) implies (C)), using part (i) of this 
result. // 
26.6 (ii) is quite interesting. Consider z1 , for example. 
Since it is not does not have the Dl O • F-approximation 
property. That is, there is a continuous . mapping on zl, which 
cannot be approximated by Frechet differentiable mappings . However , 
if we restrict attention to mappings on z1 , which are "strongly 
continuous" ( in the sense of 26. 6 (ii)) , then such mappings can be 
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CX) 
approximated by C -mappings. However, we recognise that the class 
of such strongly continuous mappings is rather small . 
§27. Smooth locally convex direct sums. Let E = (:B E be 
nEN n 
the countable locally convex direct sum of the locally convex spaces 
and I 
n 
the canonical injection from E n into E (n E N) • 
Then the absolutely convex covers 1 I (V ) 
nEN n n 
form a 0-neighbourhood 
base for E , as V 
n 
ranges over a 0-neighbourhood base for E n 
(n E N) ( Kothe [ 1, p. 211]). 
27. 1. Let E = (:B E be the countahle locally convex direct 
nEN n 
swn of the locally convex spaces {En}nEN. Then E is strongly 
l C -smooth if and only if each E 
n 
-is s tror;tg ly l C -smooth. 
Proof. The necessity is trivial, since each E n is canonically 
TLS-isomorphic to the subspace I (E J 
n n 
of E. 
Conversely, for each n EN , E has a 0-neighbourhood base 
n 
V E N N 
n 
consisting of absolutely convex sets such that if n n 
pn is the gauge of Vn , then pn E ~(En \Np , R} , by 23.l. 
n 
Consider a basic 0-neighbourhood V = I 
nEN 
I (v ) 
n n 
in E . Put 
and 
convex subset of E. Further, U E N(E), for I In(2-n.vn] c U. 
nEN 
Also Uc V. For let x EU. Hence pn[2n.xn] < 1 , for each 
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n E N . Put Thus X = l 
nEN 
-n -2 .x , where 
n 
' 2-n < 1. Th EV l US X • 
nEN 
We show p E D~(E\Np' R) . Clearly it suffices to show 
p 2 E v;(E, R). Now since pn E v;(En\Np , RJ , applying 10.2, we 
n 
see that Thus 2 p 
m 
(±) E 
n 
n=l 
E D~ ( ; En , Rl , for 
n=l 
each m E N . Hence, applying 11.1, we see that 
27.2. Let E = @ E be the countahle locally convex direct 
nEN n 
sum of the locally convex spaces 
Ck E {l, 2, 
. . . ' 
00}) if and only if each E 
n 
Then . E i,s 
1,,8 
Proof. The necessity is obvious. For the converse, let 
V = 1 I (v) be a 0-neighbourhood in E. For each n EN , 
nEN n n 
II 
there exists fn E DFk(En' R) such that 1x EE I f (x ) + o} c V l- n n n n r n 
and f (0) = 1. Define A E ~ l 2 by 
n 
Choose ~ E C00 (l 2 , R) such that ~(O) t O and ~(x) = 0 , if 
ll xll 2 > 1 . Then de fine f : E ~ R by f = ~ o A . 
f is non-trivial, for f(O) = ~(O) t O . Also 
{x I f(x) t O} c V • For let f(x) t O . Hence IIA(x)JJ 2 < 1 . That 
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is, and so x E 2-n.V , for each n EN . 
n n 
Then, as in 27 . 1, x EV. 
Finally, we show For this it suffices to show 
A E DFk (E, z2 ) d h b . ff. h an ence, y 11.1, it su ices to sow 
clear . // 
TLS 
LCS 
O(X) 
B(E) 
N(E) 
L (E, F) 
L (E, F) p 
(B, V) 
E' 
E(A) and (f) E 
a.EA a 
R 
0 
N p 
Cf (A) 
co 
x\A = {x E x I x t A} 
A= closure of A 
< x, x' > 
comp 
ev 
(S, T)-hypocontinuous 
NOTATION 
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